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COVID Recovery Is Up To Us

lthough it was vague in the 
extreme, the Liberal gov-
ernment’s financial plan for 
crushing the COVID-19 pan-

demic and dealing with its aftermath did 
at least obliquely mention aviation, so it 
would seem some sort of help is on the way.

But any aviation enterprise that is wait-
ing for a government bailout to see it 
through the current crisis is being as unre-
alistic as the government is being vague.

Perhaps more than most sectors, the ef-
fects of the pandemic on aviation will be 
long and deep and individual businesses 
and the groups that represent them need 
to figure out where they fit in the post-
COVID world.

Perhaps the most crushing realization 

could be that some services most of us 
assumed were essential, and that could 
only be accomplished by air travel, could 
become discretionary.

And it would appear that the market 
for air travel may be turned upside down 
with leisure travel at least temporarily un-
seating business travel as the mainstay of 
airlines. There’s even a new acronym for 
it: VFR or visiting friends and relatives.

In those heady days before the virus, vir-
tually all businesses of any size had travel 
budgets and used them in the tactile busi-
ness of keeping in touch with clients and 
colleagues. It’s doubtful many had budgets 
for Skype and Zoom studio gear, but the 
reality of self-isolation forced us to get com-
fortable in front of the camera and learn 

the technology. Accounting departments 
all over the country took notice, you can be 
sure. You can buy a lot of lapel mics for the 
price of a business class ticket to Toronto.

Another strange paradox that needs at-
tention is that while thousands of pilots are 
furloughed and laid off, there will be a sharp 
and sudden pilot shortage if the ‘return to 
normal’ we’re all craving materializes.

Although training activity is coming 
back, the six-month hiatus will com-
pound into even lengthier delays in 
qualifying new pilots to replace those 
who will leave the industry while it waits 
for recovery. The coming pilot shortage 
could be even worse than it was in 2019.

Aviation is resilient and resourceful 
and that’s good. It will need to be. 

A

Walkaround EDiTORiAl By Russ Niles

ReLiAnCe on GoveRnment is UnReAListiC

tailBeaconX

Your Passport to 
Global Airspace

uAvionix.com/tailBeaconX

Mode S Transponder  |  SBAS GPS  |  1090 ADS-B OUT  |  LED Nav Light

LEARN MORE

Simplify airspace mandates by meeting them all 
with the transponder of the future.
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Ramp Rat Reunion 2020
Price Family Hosts Private air sHow
Story and Photos Ken Lin

Three top Canadian air show 
performers came together 

for a day of smoke and radial engine 
noise in an invitation-only private 
air show at Owen Sound’s Billy 
Bishop Airport in September.

Although it was a private show, it was 
set up as if it was a public even with all 
the necessary regulatory approvals, and 
with Air Boss David White running the 

> show to ensure a safe event. 
New to Price’s YAK-50 were pyrotech-

nic smoke grenades on the wingtips and 
under the fuselage, with the wingtip can-
isters belching red and blue smoke while 
the under-fuselage canisters threw out 
white smoke. 

David Hewitt and co-pilot Greg Burnard 
put their polished C-45 Expeditor, which 
is the RCAF version of the Beechcraft 18, 
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Mooney Under New Management
‘Pilots and owners’ take over

Mooney Aircraft is now 
under new management 

and the top priority is to continue 
supporting the existing fleet.

The new management group is made 
up of “pilots and Mooney owners” and 
CEO Jonny Pollack said ensuring a reli-
able and efficient supply of parts for ex-
isting aircraft is job one.

“Our first and immediate focus is to 
make sure that we’re properly servic-
ing the community’s fleet of over 7,000 
aircraft,” Pollack said in a statement on 
the company’s website. “For the last six 
months, we’ve taken over parts produc-
tion and managed to keep spares mov-

ing to service centres. We have plans to 
improve our efficiency so that parts are 
easier to order and arrive sooner.”

As Mooney owners are painfully 
aware, the company has struggled finan-
cially for the past 20 years as the aircraft 
have soldiered on. They remain popular 
on the used market and are highly re-
garded by their owners and those who 
would like to own them. But the plant in 
Kerrville, Texas has gone through several 
owners in recent years and production 
of new Ovation and Acclaim models has 
been limited and sporadic.

The current owners, the Meijing Group 
of China, injected a massive amount of 

capital into the company and certified 
two new training models intended to cre-
ate a major presence in China’s fledgling 
GA market, but both efforts have fizzled.

The owners haven’t said what their fu-
ture plans are. ■

through near-aerobatic manoeuvres not 
normally seen with a big twin. Former Ca-
nadian Forces Snowbirds and long-time 
air show pilot Marco Rusconi showed that 
his 70-year-old aircraft can still put on a 
great show in the hands of an expert pilot. 

In keeping with the COVID 19 proto-
cols, attendance was limited to 100 people, 
masks were mandatory and there was 
plenty of hand sanitizer. ■

>
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Test Pilot Training Contract Awarded
london scHool wins Bid

The International Test Pilots 
School in London, Ontario 

has won a contract for periodic train-
ing of test pilots in the RCAF. The 
school, which has been ramping up 
its activities in London over the past 
couple of years, is the only facility of 
its type in Canada and one of four 
schools in the world certified by the 
European Aviation Safety Agency to 
train rotary and fixed wing test pilots.

New Museum in B.C.
kF aerosPace centre oF excellence

Canada’s newest aviation 
museum is scheduled to 

open in the spring of 2022. The KF 
Aerospace Centre of Excellence will 
be built adjacent to the company’s 
headquarters at Kelowna Interna-
tional Airport. A conference centre 
will be part of the complex.

“With some adjustments to the origi-
nal plan, we are very pleased that the 
Centre for Excellence is continuing to 
move ahead at the airport,” says Execu-
tive Director, Paula Quinn. “The year has 

> been extremely challenging for our avia-
tion community, and we are grateful for 
the continued support of our neighbours 
and partners in driving this legacy proj-
ect forward.” 

The museum will trace the history 
of aviation in the Okanagan Valley and 
feature at least three aircraft to begin 
with, a Convair CV-580 used by Honey-
well to develop some of the most impor-
tant avionics and navigation systems in 
the last 50 years, a DC-3 that was funda-
mental to the early growth of Kelowna 

Flightcraft, the predecessor of KF Aero-
space, and an extremely rare Second 
World War Hawker Tempest Mk II. The 
Tempest is now under restoration and is 
slated to fly at the official opening of the 
building.

The facility and collection are a lega-
cy project funded by KF founder Barry 
Lapointe, a towering figure in Canadian 
aviation whose company has grown 
from a mobile mechanic business to one 
of the largest MRO and air freight com-
panies in Canada. ■

“We are delighted that the RCAF joins 
the growing number of NATO and indus-
try customers that choose ITPS as a train-
ing provider for their flight test crews,” 
commented Giorgio Clementi, ITPS 
President. “Test pilots and flight test en-
gineers will receive world class training 
from our expert instructors. Our diverse 
fleet of training aircraft, including 11 jet 
trainers, two transonic fighter trainers, a 
heavy seaplane and a variety of helicop-

ters, will provide the breadth of experi-
ence essential for future flight testers.”

The deal with the RCAF is a “stand-
ing offer” that is in effect for at least three 
years and could be extended by two years. 

RCAF test pilots are based at the Aero-
space Engineering Test Establishment in 
Cold Lake, Alberta and are responsible 
for evaluation and assessment of new 
aircraft and modifications to existing 
ones for the RCAF. ■

>
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Harvard Association Looks for Mustang
HoPes to recover aircraFt, Pilot remains

The Canadian Harvard 
Association is searching 

the eastern end of Lake Ontario for 
an RCAF P-51D and the remains of 
its pilot, 23-year-old Flying Office 
Barry Allen Newman.

“We’re hoping to be able to identify the 
remains and be able to hand the informa-
tion over (to the Department of National 
Defence),” Walther Irie, the chairman of 
the aircraft association’s dive recovery 
team, told the Woodstock Sentinel-Review.

> The group is also hoping to recover the 
aircraft and eventually restore it to flying 
condition.

The dive team spent the late summer 
scouring 16 square kilometres of lake 
bottom near Picton, off Point Traverse. 
That’s where witnesses saw the Mus-
tang hit the water at high speed on June 
10, 1952.

The association used a side-scan so-
nar and an underwater drone to do the 
search. The search required approvals 

from DND and a marine archaeological 
permit from the Ontario government 
because the area is considered an under-
water graveyard for dozens of pilots lost 
during training in the Second World War 
and later.

Irie said recovering the plane and re-
storing it would be icing on the cake. The 
real goal is to ensure Newman’s remains 
get a proper homecoming. “There are 
missing military personnel in Canada 
that need to be found,” Irie said. ■
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GoVeRNmeNt HelP
I totally agree with your comments in 
your editorial (Aviation Needs Govern-
ment Help: Walkaround, Sept-Oct 2020). 
Unfortunately, I fear that the urgency 
you articulate is the tip of the iceberg of 
Canada’s problems. 

Liberal governments have never failed 
to demonstrate their de rigueur policy of 
governing by polls, meaning that they 
have no particular vision for Canada and 
will do only that which they believe will 
assure their re-election. 

That of course is a truism of all politi-
cal parties, but the federal Liberals have 
fashioned that mantra into a fine art 
never to be deviated from. So therefore 
actions, such as that which you describe, 
which should be high on the govern-
ment’s priority list, will only be there if 
— well, you know the rest. 

In the absence of a groundswell of 
public opinion there seems little chance 
that our present government will do 
what is needed for our aviation industry. 
Perhaps if the general public was to sud-
denly wake up to the reality of a loom-
ing future with no cheap flights to their 
favourite beaches or cruise ship ports of 
departure, you might see such an outcry.

David Green

maskiNG VisioN
Your Sept-Oct 2020 issue was a good 
read. Thank you. Keith Saulnier’s On The 
Step never disappoints and I always flip 
to his page first. 

In her Right Seat column Mireille Goy-
er raises some interesting points concern-
ing face mask use. What was not men-
tioned is that masks degrade our ability 
to assimilate a considerable number of 
visual cues. We instinctively rely upon 
these for assessing or fine-tuning a vari-
ety of information. Not least the level of 
understanding a flight crew member has, 

the degree of agreement (or lack thereof) 
and a sense of questioning or anxiety. I 
am reminded of this each time I brief the 
cabin crew on our bus ride to the aircraft. 
Face masks are an impediment to the vi-
tal process of building and maintaining a 
high performing flight deck team. 

Here in Hong Kong face masks are 
used by 100 percent of the population, in-
cluding by passengers and crew aboard 
aircraft. However, my airline’s policy is 
not to use them on the flight deck. 

Martin Baggaley



Aircraft brakes must be used judiciously.

Aircraft Brakes
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When and When not to Use them

ll pilots think they know how 
to brake. Not many of them 
are right. Aircraft brakes are 
not car or bicycle brakes. Pi-

lots can use toe brakes to achieve a vari-
ety of effects besides slowing down, the 
only brake function most are familiar 
with long before their first flight lesson. 
Therein lies the challenge. 

Aircraft manufactured before the First 
World War did not have brakes. Pilots re-
lied on astute combinations of power and 
rudder to steer the aircraft on the ground, 
and on aerodynamic braking, high-fric-
tion surfaces and power management to 
bring aircraft to a stop. They should still 
do that before seeking the assistance of 
brakes to facilitate or finish the job. 

Proper aircraft brake operation requires 
system knowledge, planning and judg-
ment as well as motor skills. Learning 
the ins and outs of using the brakes is not 
only good for the wallet, it is also critical to 
safety. Yet the topic often gets little atten-

tion during the training process because, of 
course, ‘everybody’ knows how to brake. 

Manufacturers developed sophisticated 
anti-skid control and autobrake systems for 
high-speed aircraft to ensure proper brak-
ing action regardless of pilot talent. To op-
erate aircraft without such systems, know-
when and know-how make the difference. 

Brakes are drag-generating devices 
that work only when the tires adhere 
to the surface. Friction between the tire 
and the surface is what slows down the 
vehicle, not the brake system, as demon-
strated numerous times by aircraft with 
perfectly good braking systems failing to 
stop before the end of icy or wet runways. 

The type of surface is only half of the 
braking efficiency equation; the other half 
is the type of contact. In addition to the ac-
tual size of the tire, the amount of weight 
(pressure) applied against the surface will 
dictate the level of friction produced. That 
is why it is essential to use the brakes 
only when the aircraft develops little to 

Right Seat AlwAys lEArNiNg with MiReille GoyeR
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A no lift and most of the aircraft weight is  
applied to the main wheels, the only 
wheels equipped with brakes.

Pressing on the brakes while flying in 
anticipation of an upcoming landing will 
not result in a shorter ground roll, but 
it might yield a bald spot on the tire or, 
worse, a blown tire. Either is expensive, 
both are potentially dangerous. 

Tapping the brakes while inbound for 
a landing to check that they are still func-
tional is a good habit to adopt. That step 
can also serve as a reminder to slide the 
heels of the feet down to the floor to avoid 
inadvertent usage of the brakes. 

To maximize braking action during the 
landing, pilots should first slow down 
the old fashion way after touching down. 
Maintaining the landing pitch with  
up-elevator, as long as airflow makes it 
possible to produce induced and para-
sitic aerodynamic drag, constitutes an 
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effective aerodynamic braking system. 
Any premature brake input would lead 
to a premature nosewheel touchdown 
and less weight on the main wheels. That 
would spoil both the air-braking effect 
and the effectiveness of the mechanical 
brakes, and lengthen the ground roll. 

Abrupt brake inputs at high speeds can 
generate a pitch-down moment strong 
enough to put the aircraft at risk of flip-
ping over. However, pumping the brakes 
is not an appropriate alternate as it de-
creases brake effectiveness. Planning to 
touch down at the beginning of a runway 
with ample room to slow down to taxi 
speed after touchdown with little or no 
brake is a far better technique. 

If hard, emergency braking at higher 
speeds is unavoidable, increasing back-
pressure on the yoke as the speed de-
creases might generate enough of a tail-
down force to restrict the pitch-down 
moment to a manageable level.

High-speed brake application presents 
another hazard — loss of directional con-
trol. Differential braking is a unique air-
craft characteristic. The feature comes in 
handy to manoeuvre the aircraft in tight 
spots on the ground, but at high speeds it 
can propel the aircraft into an expensive 
runway light or worse in a split second. 

Getting into the habit of not using the 
brakes unless absolutely necessary dur-
ing a landing not only lowers the cost of 
flying, it also prepares pilots to handle a 
brake system failure. While the misman-
agement of brakes during a landing can 
lead to the most dramatic of effects, in-
adequate brake operation during ground 
operations can be equally expensive and 
embarrassing. Who trusts a pilot who can-
not even ‘drive’ an aircraft on the ground? 

Riding the brakes while taxiing is a com-
mon error that results in premature brake 
pad replacement. However, it is primarily a 
power management error. Car drivers must 

choose between the gas and the brake ped-
al during normal operations; pilots do not. 
They have independent control of brakes 
and power. Applying the brakes against 
engine power may come in handy for ma-
noeuvres like short-field takeoffs but, if the 
goal is to slow down, reducing the power 
to idle must precede any brake application 
to maximize braking action and minimize 
brake wear. That is as true for landing as it 
is for ground operations. 

Sometimes a timely reduction in power 
is enough to achieve the desired outcome 
without any brake input. It works on cars 
and bicycles too. However, it requires fine-
ly tuned planning and judgment acquired 
through purposeful and repeated practice. 

On your next flight, take up my chal-
lenge: Pretend you are an early aviation pi-
oneer. Try to conduct the entire flight with-
out touching the brakes. It will remind you 
when to use the brakes and prepare you for 
a brake malfunction, all in one session. 

Pratt & Whitney Canada
Distributor and Designated Overhaul Facility (DDOF)

Specializing in the Maintenance and Overhaul 
of the PT6A, R-985 & R-1340 Engine Series

www.covingtonaircraft.com  •  Ph. (918) 756-8320
Se Habla Espanol • FAA  Repair Station No. CP2R750K



Atrial Fibrillation
Permanent GroundinG not always the result
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he 56-year-old retired teacher 
decided he would like to get 
his pilot licence and com-
mence a new pastime in re-

tirement. He took a couple of lessons then 
was advised to request his first Civilian 
Aviation Medical Examination to assure 
himself he was medically fit to continue 
investing in lessons and to eventually 
qualify for a licence. So, he made an ap-
pointment with his local Civil Aviation 
Medical Examiner (CAME) and present-
ed himself for his first aviation medical. 
He answered all questions on his history 
in the negative. He was on no medica-
tion, had no symptoms, didn’t smoke 
and seldom drank alcohol. But when 
the doctor took his blood pressure as the 
first step of the medical examination, a 
problem was immediately detected. A 
check of his pulse confirmed the doctor’s 
suspicion that there was something seri-
ously amiss with the hopeful pilot’s heart 
rhythm.

T

Healthy Pilot  AViAtiON MEDiCiNE with Cameron Boyd m.d. FligHt Surgeon, Came 

The doctor had an ECG machine in the 
office and ran a 12-lead tracing on the 
patient’s electrical cardiac output which 
confirmed that the patient’s heart rhythm 
was atrial fibrillation. The patient was 
completely unaware that his heart was 
beating irregularly, so the doctor asked 
him to take his own pulse to feel the ir-
regularity.

The pulse rhythm was completely un-
predictable and was measured at about 
96 beats per minute. Many patients are 
aware of such a change in their heart 
rhythm by feeling palpitations or by no-
ticing poor heart function. The fact that 
this patient was unaware of his irregular 
rhythm meant that he still had good heart 
function. However, this cardiac condi-
tion would be disqualifying for a pilot. 
The doctor informed him of this without 
completing any more of the examination. 
He advised a cardiac consultation and to 
have a 24-hour Holter monitor, a stress 
test and an echocardiogram.

He was told that in many cases a nor-
mal rhythm can be restored. If he could 
be restored to a normal rhythm, then he 
could be reconsidered for a pilot licence 
after his rhythm was normal for six 
months with proof from a 34-hour Holter 
monitor.

Atrial fibrillation is by far the most 
common cardiac rhythm disturbance. 
It can be intermittent or persistent, and 
most patients are aware when their 
rhythm deteriorates as it affects the ef-
ficient movement of the heart’s contrac-
tions. Causes include hypertension, 
previous myocardial infarction (heart 
attack), coronary artery disease, valvular 
heart disease, congenital defects, thy-
roid hyperactivity, artificial stimulants, 
sick sinus syndrome (natural pacemaker 
disease), lung disease, previous heart 
surgery, viral infection and sleep apnea. 
Risk factors are age, heart disease, hyper-
tension, other chronic conditions, alcohol 
overuse, obesity and family history. il
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Complications are stroke and heart 
failure. The stroke risk is due to a 
thrombus forming in the irregularly 
moving heart, then embolizing a clot 
that makes its way to the brain. Most 
patients suffering from chronic atrial 
fibrillation are therefore placed on an-
tithrombotic (blood thinning) medica-
tion. These complications make atrial 
fibrillation generally inconsistent with 
aviation.

This retired teacher and aspiring pi-
lot was keen to continue his aviation 
interest, so requested a prompt refer-
ral to a cardiologist. The cardiologist 
agreed that it wasn’t a good idea for a 
pilot to have atrial fibrillation. He orga-
nized the suggested tests consisting of 
a 24-hour Holter monitor, a stress test 
and an echocardiogram. The Holter 
confirmed persistent atrial fibrillation 
and the stress test and echocardiogram 

showed no evidence of serious under-
lying disease.

The cardiologist suggested radio-
frequency ablation, which has a good 
chance at restoring a normal rhythm. 
This procedure uses a thin wire to 
‘burn’ tiny scars in the heart muscle to 
stop the nerve impulses that cause the 
irregular heartbeat. He was also placed 
on blood thinners while he waited for 
the procedure. The ablation therapy 
did restore normal sinus rhythm but 
really didn’t make him feel any dif-
ferent, since he didn’t have any symp-
toms from the fibrillation. But when he 
checked his pulse, which he did quite 
frequently now, he could feel a regu-
lar rhythm. The blood thinners were 
discontinued but he was placed on a 
new (to him) medication called a beta-
blocker to maintain a normal regular 
rhythm. The cardiologist assured him 

that the beta-blocker would still allow 
him to fly. The aspiring pilot waited 
another six months for another 24-hour 
Holter monitor, then made another ap-
pointment with the CAME. He had re-
quested and obtained the cardiologist’s 
notes and the results of all his cardio-
vascular tests.

The CAME found his next examina-
tion results to be within normal limits. 
He read over all the reports and told 
the patient that he could see no reason 
for him not to be medically approved, 
but that decision was going to be up 
to the experts at the Regional Office. 
Sure enough, a few weeks later the ap-
plicant was told that he was approved 
for a Category 3 medical certificate, but 
he would require a reassessment in one 
year. He was also advised to notify Civil 
Aviation Medicine quickly if his atrial 
fibrillation reoccurred. 

NEWCAL AVIATION INC.
14 Riser Rd, Little Ferry, NJ  07643
Ph: (201) 440-1990 Fx: (201) 440-8981
Web: www.newcalaviation.com
Email: mail@newcalaviation.com

Supplying deHavilland Spares
from the Beaver up to Dash 8

Image Courtesy Bombardier

If deHavilland made it, NewCal Has it
HELPING THE Bush Pilot FLY THE NORTH FOR OVER 55 YEARS
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haNgar talk With jack schofieldflying stories

Low-fLying Beavers and HigH-aLtitude gLaciers don’t aLways Mix weLL

Katabatic Moments

ne day the base manager at 
Port Hardy airport (CYZT) 
said to me, “Take FGQ right 
to here.” He was pointing at 

the wall map of the Mount Waddington 
area.

“There’s a glacier there,” he said, tap-
ping the map. “It is shown to be at eight 
thousand and fifty feet above sea level. 
We’ve opened the camera hatch in the 
floor of the plane so the two mountain-
eers you will have on board can throw 
their supplies out onto that glacier. They 
are planning to hike the length of it to 
the peak this weekend coming and that 
will be their food supply.” With that he 
turned back to his desk and I greeted 

O
Ha-ha! Apparently, it’s a stock question 
and that’s the stock reply. We took off.

“Like a homesick angel” is not the 
expression that comes to mind when 
considering the rate of climb of an am-
phib Beaver, loaded or otherwise, and 
the 985 up front likes some relief from 
climb power, so 8,000 wasn’t going to be 
the number on the altimeter for quite a 
while. I divided the distance to be trav-
elled by eight and multiplied by the cube 
root of 985 and climbed 1000 feet at a 
time, levelled off and came back to cruise 
power for a little while, then climbed 
again. It worked out pretty close because 
when the needle was on 8,000, we were 
among those lovely peaks you admire 

my two passengers and showed them 
out through the baggage department to 
the gas pit where FGQ stood waiting—
a nice amphibious de Havilland Beaver 
that liked to fly fifty feet off the deck. 

Sure enough, there was a big round 
hole showing in the floor just aft of 
where the bench seat would normally 
be located. The seat had been removed 
to allow the groceries to be carried and 
the boxes were all restrained with little 
cargo nets. The two mountain men sat in 
the rear sling seat, grinning with antici-
pation. I tried to look like I did trips like 
this every day and asked them why they 
wanted to climb up this glacier and they 
replied in unison, “Because it’s there!” 
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in tourist brochures. The cylinder head 
temperature looked okay but FGQ was 
flying like a wet sponge, and that extra 
50 feet needed to clear the summit of the 
glacier wasn’t going to happen. The taps 
were wide open and the figures, 28—18, 
were still there on the clocks but the 
wings didn’t want to be here any more 
than I did. 

Wallowing around at eight grand 
I was reminded of another conversa-
tion I had many years previous with 
another pilot as we looked at the ruins 
of a single Otter whose fuselage was 
twisted so that the horizontal stabilizer 
was what I would guess to be at about 
a 15- to 20-degree angle to the fuselage, 
and one float was northwest-bound 
while the other northeast. I had asked 
how it had happened and he described 
exactly what I was about to do right 
down to a tee: allowing mountaineer 

to drop their food supplies onto the 
glacier face. Seems he flew down a gla-
cier at about 50 feet above the ice. The 
down-flowing cold air was Subsidence 
with a capital ‘S’ and he hit the ice with 
a helluva wallop and started to tobog-
gan down the face, leaving pieces of his 
Edo floats behind. He put the boots to 
the P&W 1340 with all the flap he could 
find and got it back in the air, where he 
found a lot of opposite rudder and ai-
leron sort of kept the beast airborne as 
he arrowed back, as much as an Otter 
arrows, to base at Campbell River. For-
tunately the pilot hadn’t assessed the 
amount of damage or he would have 
never tried a water landing, but he car-
ried off the landing with great skill, 
kept it on the step right up the wooden 
ramp where he and the mountaineers 
bailed out, not believing their eyes at 
the condition of the Otter.

519-694-4435

WE ARE YOUR AVIONICS SHOP FOR:

AND MANY OTHERS
 CALL US FOR YOUR ADS-B SOLUTIONS, AUTOPILOTS, GARMIN G5s, G3X OR G500 TXi GLASS NEEDS

BOOK US FOR YOUR 24-MONTH PITOT STATIC TESTING

WWW.TAILWINDAVIATION.CA

Geoff@tailwindaviation.ca Tillsonburg (CYTB) Airport

Well, here I was with that story on 
my mind as I approached the glacier at 
about the mid-point where the boyos 
wanted to drop their goodies. I yelled to 
them that I would make a pass over at 
the midpoint and I might be a little high 
for the tomato soup but not high enough 
for me. We didn’t fly over the glacier — 
we sagged over it and performed the 
most reluctant banking turn to make 
a second pass. The last of the supplies 
went out the camera hatch as we headed 
for home. 

I never heard whether those two 
climbers ever made the trip or if they 
ever found their lunch. They may still be 
out there looking for all we know.

The Otter? I was told it was re-rigged 
up to ferry-permit standards at Campbell 
River by the airline’s chief engineer of the 
day, then flown back to Alberta on wheels 
to have the fuselage straightened out. 
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On the Step float flying With keith Saulnier

Autumn Weather
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Don’t Fall Victim to the onset oF Foul Weather

 love the autumn. I love the 
crisp smell of that frigid air. 
More often than not, it has 
warm days and cool nights. 

In my house we call it sleeping weather. 
What the fall season also brings is the po-
tential for tremendous windstorms. 

Warm and cold fronts chasing each 
other across North America, mixed in 
with the occasional remnants of hur-
ricanes making their way up the east-
ern seaboard, create ideal conditions for 
blustery winds. The resulting winds and 
waves can have damaging effects.

When the barometric pressure gradi-
ents get narrow and seem to pile up on 
each other on a weather map, it is time 
for you to take a look at how you have  

I
secured your airplane at the dock. Often 
we build our docks to take advantage 
of the prevailing winds and have the 
ability to take shelter from the waves 
and point the nose of the airplane into 
the wind. The problems begin when  
a fall storm shows up blowing in odd 
directions.

Georgian Bay averages three to four 
strong windstorms per autumn. Often, 
we are able to tie the airplanes up nicely 
into wind. We always use four ropes to 
secure the float to the dock. This level of 
comfort can only be maintained if you 
are absolutely certain of the integrity of 
the dock cleats and the wood surround-
ing them. When we attach a wing rope 
to the dock in order to prevent winds 

strong enough to create lift from tipping 
the airplane over, I was taught to leave 
enough slack in the line to allow for the 
movement of some wave action under-
neath. This prevents that jarring shock 
when the wind and waves are at odds 
with each other and are playing tug-of-
war with your seaplane.

We have taxied the airplanes across the 
harbour in order to beach them on the 
leeward side of our harbour to escape the 
brunt of the storm. We have made friends 
with marina owners who would give us 
shelter during the strongest of storms. 
But what happens when you don’t have 
these options? It is a good idea to check 

Wind can play havoc with docked airplanes.
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on your airplane throughout the day or 
night, or have a friend do it if you are not 
around. Wind directions often change 
hourly during these events, which can 
lead to damaging results. Since many pi-
lots can only fly on weekends and leave 
their plane at the cottage, it is a good 
idea to inform your neighbours of who 
to call when they see the winds battering 
your seaplane. Sometimes there is no one 
around and it just happens; what was 
once a nose wind shifted to a 
broadside breeze that took our 
friend’s Super Champ from 
one side of his dock to the 
other. He found it a day later, 
upside down in three feet of 
water. 

Waves and wave action have 
sunk many seaplanes at the 
dock. This can be due to nu-
merous reasons, some of which 
are preventable while others 
are not.

A good friend of ours in 
Sault Ste. Marie had the misfor-
tune of having this happen to 
him a short while ago. Strong, damaging 
winds were in the forecast with gusts that 
approached 100 km/h. The aircraft was 
properly tied into the wind for the night, 
but the winds shifted sometime during 
the late hours. With the rear of the floats 
now exposed to the wind and waves, they 
began to take on water. It sank during the 
night. While this is a sad tale and may 
have ended his float-flying season early, 

thankfully it was only in four feet of water 
and the engine stayed clear of the water, 
avoiding major damage.

Sometimes it can be as simple as hav-
ing that one pesky float that needs to be 
pumped out every morning that you 
fully intended to have the engineers look 
at but had never gotten around to having 
the repairs done. 

Nicole’s first flying job was flying 
sightseeing trips in and around the 

Gananoque area. For those unfamiliar 
with this part of the St. Lawrence River 
system, the water is Great-Lakes blue 
and Boldt Castle sits in the normally 
placid waters of Millionaire’s Row in 
the Thousand Islands part of Ontario. 
The region is historically significant for 
many reasons, but I particularly loved 
the books regaling the daring tales of 
the rumrunners moving booze from 

the Canadian side over to prohibition 
era America. They would have made 
amazing bush pilots.

Her airplane had decent floats, but the 
one front float section needed a bit more 
pumping out than the rest each morning. 
She reported conditions of the floats as 
she should and went about her business. 
Strong but not powerful winds were in 
the forecast as she secured the airplane 
facing southwest and went home for 

the night. The next morning, 
she showed up to work and 
found her Cessna 180 tied up 
at the dock with the outboard 
wing resting on the riverbed. 
It turned out that the float 
hatches were aged and not 
creating a sufficient seal. With 
the waves pounding up over 
the floats all night, they took 
on water and dragged the air-
plane down. Thankfully, Ni-
cole always uses four ropes to 
tie down her airplane, which 
left the float and wing secured 
to the dock and the airplane 

not completely on the bottom of the river, 
saving the engine.

Fall storms can be a thing of beauty. 
They remind us of our place in the world 
and just how powerful the forces of na-
ture can be. I find that with a little plan-
ning and some due diligence with docks, 
ropes and aircraft maintenance, I am able 
to wait them out with a good cup of tea 
and a little less stress. 

“While thiS iS a Sad tale  

and may have ended hiS  

flOat-flying SeaSOn early, 

thankfully it WaS Only in  

fOur feet Of Water...”

1-800-667-0522 1-800-264-6019

CERTIFIED
LYCOMING & CONTINENTAL

PISTON ENGINES & ACCESSORIES

WWW.PROAEROAV.COM WWW.PROGRESSIVEAIR .COM

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTOR OF 
CERTIFIED PISTON ENGINES & PARTS

REPAIR • OVERHAUL • NDT
COMPONENT PAINTING • AIRCRAFT SERVICE



A polar bear paid a visit during a Northern flying gig.
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Sam’s Journey A Pilot’s life With Samuel daigle

Life as an Unemployed Airline Pilot
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There Are OTher DreAm JObs TO COnsiDer

 haven’t flown an airplane 
in six months — it’s almost
starting to feel foreign. If I 
would not have left Jazz, 

I’d still be flying. Would that have been 
the right choice? How was I supposed 
to know this pandemic would happen? 
These are questions I’ve been asking 
myself while living through these tough 
times. When I hesitantly decided to leave 
and go to the mainline (Air Canada), the 
forecasted hiring was too great to ignore, 
and it seemed like the best option at that 
time. Being laid off has made me reflect 
on the choice I made, but I couldn’t have 
predicted the future.

I’m a big fan of the outdoors and of 
flying seaplanes, so when the flying 
slowed down and I was told we were 

I
getting furloughed, I got a little excit-
ed about doing something I love very 
much, something I haven’t done enough 
of during my flying career; I managed 
to find a job flying a Cessna on floats. 
The condition was that I’d start work-
ing when the flying picked up, which it 
never did, at least not enough to hire a 
second pilot. I’ve got to say I was really 
excited about this until the peak season 
passed and the realization set in that I 
was not going to be needed this sum-
mer. What a bummer.

I’ve been working for ten years as a 
pilot, so having a summer off has been 
quite extraordinary. I bought myself 
an older 1989 Toyota Landcruiser that 
I’ve been partially restoring and taking 
on trips all over Canada’s West Coast. 

It feels really nice to totally disconnect 
from work and concentrate on other 
things I love. The summer has passed ri-
diculously quickly; I’ve been busy every 
day with different projects and adven-
tures but flying floats would have made 
the layoff and associated struggles more 
worth it.

Seaplane flying has a special place 
in my heart, most likely from the good 
memories of going to the cottage with my 
family during my childhood and always 
seeing the Beavers tied up to the dock. 
I started flying because of this passion 
for seaplanes, definitely the best way to 
explore a country filled with lakes and 
vastly unpopulated areas. 
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My first aviation-related job was work-
ing the dock for Caesar’s North Camps, 
then for Hearst Air Service. Unfortu-
nately, they were never able to offer me 
work as the previous pilots stayed for the 
following season and my experience was 
limited. I still managed to log a few Bea-
ver hours flying with my old boss. I 
then ended up landing a job flying a 
Britten-Norman Islander on wheels 
and got to experience off-strip land-
ings and bush flying like I had never 
experienced before. My boss at the 
time even had a Super Cub on floats 
we could use on days off which was 
always a treat to fly. 

Flying mostly twins that year lead to 
other twin-engine jobs because of the ex-
perience I gained and, after many years 
of hard work, here I am, an airline pilot. 
It’s funny to think how life sometimes 
sends you in one direction when I had 
the initial intention of doing something 

else. I really can’t complain about how my 
career turned out; it’s been amazing the 
whole time and I have no regrets because 
one of my most memorable experiences 
comes from flying twins. I had the chance 
to see polar bears in the wild on a little 
strip we used to go to by the Hudson Bay. 

I even got to capture it on camera, sniff-
ing around the airplane I was flying at the 
time. Being so close to this wild animal 
and being able to capture it was definitely 
a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

All this to say there is an unclosed chap-
ter in my career. That dream of flying sea-

planes is still very much present. One hun-
dred hours on floats in my career is just not 
going to cut it. I’ve flown a wide variety of 
airplanes so far, but when someone asks 
me which was my favourite, I always say 
the de Havilland Beaver. This answer is 
not only because I flew it a few times ten 

years ago when I was a dock hand, 
but also because this airplane is one 
of the reasons I started flying. It’s a 
classic airplane with lots of history. 
I’d love to have those PIC hours in 
my logbook eventually.

I don’t think I’ll be flying jets for 
a while because of my low senior-
ity, so my plan is to find work next 

summer flying maybe a Cessna on floats 
with the possibility of upgrading to a 
Beaver; something along those lines. I’ll 
be sending out resumés this winter for 
the 2021 season. Who knows what the 
near future holds for me? But it sure is 
nice to dream. 

“ThaT dream of flying 

SeaplaneS iS STill very 

much preSenT.”

1(705) 687-4343 • info@lakecentral.com
1016 Sabre Lane • Muskoka Airport (CYQA) • Gravenhurst, ON • P1P 1R1lakecentral.com

Aircraft Sales and Maintenance
Approved Lake & Seaplane Training Course

Shuttle Options for Maintenance Customers
New Customer Discount & Incentives

Insurance Training & Assistance
Lake Central Air Services

Reliable and Dependable Service Since 1964 / Under New Ownership

EVAN  - With LCAS since 2011.   
                Started as a co-op student from an area 
                High School, trained at Canadore 
                College, now full-time staff.



Author Tim Cole with the Department of Transport 
Amphibious Beaver (C-FDTI). 
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Cole’s Notes career HigHligHts WitH W.T. (Tim) Cole

The Back Door
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Why it Must Be Kept AlWAys Open

n May 22, 1987 I was a Trans-
port Canada Aerodrome In-
spector flying an amphibious 
de Havilland Beaver in the 

mountains of British Columbia. When I 
decided to write this story, I wondered 
what to title it: What I Learned from That, or 
How I Nearly Spent Eternity at Toby Creek, 
or simply The Back Door. 

Later that same year, I testified as an ex-
pert witness at a Civil Aviation Tribunal 
relating to a fatal accident in the Queen 
Charlotte Islands (now Haida Gwaii). An 
inexperienced pilot had been directed by 
an unscrupulous employer to fly in weath-
er conditions below the legal limits. The 
result was that the young pilot flew lower 
and lower, to the point where he could 
no longer turn around, and he snagged a 
tree with his floats. One of his passengers 
was killed in the ensuing crash. Through 
inexperience this young man broke the 
cardinal rule of survival by ‘closing the 
back door’, i.e. he was unable to conduct a 

O
180-degree turn and escape back to better 
weather. Why was I an expert? Because I 
was a Civil Aviation Inspector who was 
also an experienced mountain pilot. These 
proceedings reminded me that, despite 
my experience, I too had nearly closed the 
‘Back Door’. This is the tale of that unfor-
gettable incident. 

I had conducted a heliport inspec-
tion at Golden, B.C., in the Rocky 
Mountain Trench and was flying solo 
back to Vancouver in the Department’s 
amphibious Beaver. The shortest VFR 
route west, which followed the Trans-
Canada Highway through Revelstoke, 
was not available due to poor weather. 
I had to detour more than a hundred 
miles south to Cranbrook and then out 
through Creston, near the Idaho border, 
and then back up to Nelson and Grand 
Forks where the weather was better. 
This would add at least a couple of 
hours to my trip back to the coast. I was 
an experienced mountain and coastal 

pilot, having flown Beavers, Otters 
and Twin Otters extensively in Quebec, 
Labrador and British Columbia. 

The weather in the ‘Trench’ wasn’t too 
bad as the visibility was good, but the 
tops of the mountains were obscured in 
overcast cloud. The mountains in B.C. 
generally are aligned northwest to south-
east, with a series of valleys and plateaus 
between them. To fly VFR in an east-west 
direction, unless the weather is clear, re-
quires flying the VFR routes through a 
series of valleys and passes. 

A Beaver on amphibious floats is a 
great airplane to travel in but, even when 
it’s nearly empty, the climb performance 
is not great, particularly at higher alti-
tudes. The cruise speed, if you are lucky, 
is only about 90 knots. 

This detour was going to take a lot 
of extra time. As I travelled south the 
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weather started to slightly improve, and 
I wondered if I could shorten my journey 
by jumping over the Purcell Mountains 
into the next valley, which contained the 
Arrow Lakes. Off to the west I saw a bit 
of brightness at a crease in the moun-
tains caused by Toby Creek. “I 
wonder? Okay, I’ll give it a try.” 
Mountains in the surrounding 
area are over 11,000 feet high. I 
had to climb to about 8,000 feet to 
clear a ridge before I could drop 
down the other side. The Bea-
ver is a real slug at this altitude 
and the climb performance was 
only about 300 feet per minute. 
I cleared the summit and dropped down 
into the valley. At first it was a sheer rock 
face and then it sloped off in a snow-
covered scree towards the lake. Alas, the 
clouds closed in nearly to the surface. It 
started to snow lightly. Wow, this is not 

looking good and, to get back out of here, 
I’m going to have to climb up several 
thousand feet at a rate of 200 to 300 feet 
a minute and the visual references had 
dropped to nearly zero. I edged up to the 
black rock face and spiralled upwards 

at a snail’s pace. It seemed like an eter-
nity as I crawled up that wet wall of rock. 
The only time I could see anything was 
in the portion of the turn when I faced 
the mountain. The rest of the time I was 
on the Beaver’s basic IFR instruments. 

Talk about stress and the need to have 
the discipline to believe those instru-
ments. I worried about collecting ice on 
the wings as the snow increased. Finally, 
I once again started to see a little bright-
ness in the sky as I neared the crest of the 

ridge and was able to clear it and 
drop down into the little valley 
caused by Toby Creek. “Be still, 
my heart,” I thought to myself.

The Trench still contained 
good weather and I flew down 
to the border and then proceeded 
west, following the original, but 
tedious, flight plan. 

It is now 33 years later, but 
this incident is indelibly burned into my 
memory and the survival lesson learned 
about flying in the mountains in marginal 
VFR conditions is, ALWAYS have enough 
fuel to turn around and ALWAYS have 
the ‘BACK DOOR’ open. 

“i WoNdered if i Could shorTeN 

my jourNey by jumpiNg over 

The purCell mouNTaiNs iNTo 

The NexT valley...”

Know 
someone 
who needs 
to travel 
for medical 
care?
Hope Air provides free travel and 
accommodations for Canadians in financial 
need who must access medical care far from 
home. Without it, patients like Tammy would 
drive for hours, take on unmanageable debt or 
cancel medical appointments. 

Learn more at hopeair.ca.
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Good… or Lucky?
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SometimeS it’S not Skill that SaveS uS

ou’re strapped into a Canadair 
CT-114 Tutor jet conducting 
night traffic pattern training in
Moose Jaw. Seated beside you 

is a very talented student, eager to success-
fully complete this phase of training. It’s 
a beautiful autumn night with partially 
overcast skies and light winds aloft from 
the north — a perfect time for you, as well 
as migratory birds, to go flying.

The Tutor traffic pattern (never referred 
to as a circuit) was then several miles 
long, designed to accommodate a dozen 
or so jets. To keep things orderly, specific 
fly-over points defined the pattern, mean-

Y
ing shortcuts were not allowed. At the far 
end of the pattern was a region where a 
gliding recovery to our base was difficult 
to pull off, at times impossible. It was at 
one of these very regions, to the west of 
the runway complex, that it happened: we 
hit a bird.

The best way to weaponize a benign 
critter like a mallard duck is to plow into 
it at 240 knots, about 123 metres per sec-
ond. The resulting collision generates over 
12,000 joules of kinetic energy. Upon hear-
ing “whomp”, my eyes automatically went 
to the engine instrument cluster, look-
ing for any indications of trouble. Then 

my mind oddly flashed back to my time 
at Flight Instructor School (FIS), where a 
staff member had collided with a Canada 
goose one night. That hapless honker liter-
ally ended up between the crew’s feet. Our 
own situation was nowhere near that bad.

Meanwhile, our own Tutor’s EGT (ex-
haust gas temperature) began to soar. 
Accompanying the rising EGT was an 
audible banging. The almost indestruc-
tible General Electric J85 turbojet engine 
was going into full compressor stall; a 
complete thrust loss was next.

Expert Pilot Fly likE a PrO with RichaRd PittEt
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Luck plays a part in cockpit emergencies.
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I blurted into the intercom “I have con-
trol” and promptly wheeled the airplane 
into a hard-left climbing turn. My goal 
was to overfly High Key, an imaginary 
altitude/energy point over the landing 
zone of a runway from which a power-
out approach and touchdown could be 
executed. A second or two later I trans-
mitted “Pan-Pan” and “Cobra 52”, each 
three times, along with my stated inten-
tions of heading directly to High Key, 
by now several miles to the east of our 
location. 

What came next was actually funny. 
What was presumably a new control-
ler responded with, “Negative Cobra 52 
— night PFLs are not authorized.” PFLs 
referred to practice forced landings, a 
term used for engine-out recoveries, both 
simulated and real. Almost immediately 
another instructor on frequency jumped 
in with, “He’s had a bloody engine fail-
ure.” Seconds later a fourth voice came 
up on the channel, one who calmly said, 
“Cobra 52, cleared direct High Key.” He 
didn’t have to include that the fire trucks 
would be rolling.

With the jet now pointed east and 
climbing rapidly, I considered what to do 
next. Procedures for clearing a compres-
sor stall normally called for the thrust 
lever to be retarded to idle. This would 
realign the engine’s inlet guide vanes and 
hopefully return normal thrust. However, 
in this instance I knew that the remains of 
a duck were lodged at the veritable front 
door to our engine. By carrying out the 
normal procedure I would probably jar 
the bird loose and the turbojet would in-
gest it entirely. But for now, we had a run-
ning engine that, while not healthy, was 
still producing some thrust. I decided 
against the emergency drill.

About 15 seconds had passed when 
my now-silent student calmly inquired, 
“Should we eject, sir?” His was the mil-
lion-dollar question.

I don’t recall what I said in response, 
but we both ended up staying put as the 
rapidly climbing jet converted forward 
energy into altitude, a technique known 
as a Zoom Climb. Now, High Key was 
easily doable. The 360-degree gliding 
turn to touchdown that came next went 
off without a hitch. Apart from an engine 
still in compressor stall bent on cooking 

itself, the final approach and landing 
were otherwise normal. It was only after 
my heart rate decreased and my tunnel 
vision receded that I was able to notice 
fire trucks were on scene.

I didn’t mention the event to my wife 
for several days. However, I clearly recall 
the animated discussion that ensued the 
next day between my fellow Instructors. 
At issue was the decision to even attempt 
the nighttime PFL. Their views were un-
fettered and their opinions unfiltered. But 
the unspoken question seemed to be this: 
was it better to be good, or lucky? Napo-
leon is said to have preferred being lucky; 
generals to being good. Where flying was 
concerned, I’ve always considered luck 
an unreliable part of any flight plan; an 
added benefit when things worked out, a 
veritable curse when they didn’t. 

Contrary to what Hollywood might 
have you believe, the last thing a military 
pilot wants to do is eject. This I know from 
personal experience. Through the magic 
of the Internet, I was able to watch Cap-
tain Richard MacDougall attempt what I 
would have probably tried myself, that is 
to say, zoom-climb his Snowbird jet and 
turn back towards the Kamloops airport. 
I even found myself uttering, “Turn left” 
as the Tutor clamoured for altitude fol-
lowing an apparent thrust loss. When he 
and the team’s public affairs officer Cap-
tain Jennifer Casey ejected, I could almost 
feel their desperation.

There are hazards associated with mili-
tary flying. Those who wear the uniform 
recognize this and willingly accept the 
risks. Captain MacDougall’s valiant at-
tempt at a PFL ultimately proved unsuc-
cessful. While history tends to favour the 
bold, on the day in question bad luck set 
the course and physics did the rest.

I salute MacDougall for even attempt-
ing what he did. Military pilots are paid 
to be bold, and what he attempted easily 
fits that description. Likewise, Captain 
Casey, herself not a trained pilot, showed 
remarkable courage for even pulling her 
ejection handles. 

In the end this tragic accident made 
me rethink my own PFL. Were there any 
question as to why my own dust-up with 
a mallard duck some 30 years ago turned 
out so well, now I know for certain. I was 
lucky. 
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What a Pit CreW in hungary Can ShoW uS

Emergency Responses

n his way to the starting grid 
for the Hungarian Grand Prix 
in July, Formula One driver 
Max Verstappen lost control 

of his Red Bull Racing RB16 and slithered 
into a wall of tires on the damp, slippery 
track. Damage to the left-front suspen-
sion was severe enough to make it appear 
to anybody watching that Verstappen’s 
race was over before it had begun. The 
car’s crew, however, had other ideas.

A quick assessment of the damage re-
vealed a broken steering arm and a bent 
suspension pushrod. For a race car as 
mega-compact and ultra-sophisticated as 
the RB16, physics-defying speed is in its 
DNA. However, speed-defying repairs 
are not. Nevertheless, what thereafter 

O
ensued was one of the most remarkable 
feats ever performed by a race team crew 
that resulted in a busted race car being 
repaired in record time. 

With less than 20 minutes until the start 
of the race’s formation lap, the crew set 
about dismantling the damaged corner of 
Verstappen’s race car. The tight packag-
ing of the design made this operation par-
ticularly difficult, with the inboard ends 
of both the steering arm and the pushrod 
being very challenging to access. Yet, as 
the minutes ticked away, the mechanics 
methodically went about the job, strip-
ping off the damaged parts and rebuild-
ing the race car’s left-front corner. With 
26 seconds to spare before the start of the 
race, the car was ready to go.

In watching this scene unfold, what 
was remarkably noteworthy was the pro-
fessionalism of the crew in their collective 
dealing with this pre-race crisis. There 
was not the faintest hint of panic. No evi-
dence of desperation or frenzy. Each me-
chanic had a role to play in executing the 
repairs. They knew spontaneously how 
to assess the situation, and how to deal 
with it. Each crew member responded in 
the most organized, systematic and me-
ticulous of ways. They were razor-sharp 
focussed. They knew exactly what to do.

This anecdote taken from the world of 
high-stakes international motor racing 
serves as a useful example of how pilots 
should respond in similar high-stress 
situations. As safe as aircraft are today, 

Pep Talk airmaNship With Graeme PePPler
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emergencies do happen. Pilots should 
never, therefore, become complacent. 
They should always be prepared to deal 
with the unexpected. 

Being prepared means having pre-
determined plans of action for any cir-
cumstances that may arise that are out 
of the ordinary. It means reviewing and 
rehearsing these plans of action, 
becoming so familiar with them 
that their use becomes spontaneous 
when actions call for their immedi-
ate applications.

An inflight emergency is impos-
sible to predict. When one occurs, the 
requirement to respond is immediate. 
Time, in all likelihood, is not on your 
side. It is critical, therefore, to know not 
only what to do, but to slip into doing it 
smoothly and efficiently, with a degree of 
immediacy that sheds not a moment away.

Preparation buys you more in way 
of time than what you might otherwise 

have. And preparation also reduces the 
startle response: that reptilian reflex that 
can freeze you into scuppering away 
valuable time until you respond in an ap-
propriate way. Only by regularly rehears-
ing emergency procedures will you react 
promptly and correctly when faced with 
an emergency when it actually happens. 

Controlling the startle reflex can save 
valuable seconds while also fostering a 
calmer and more lucid handling of criti-
cal circumstances that arise.

Had the Red Bull mechanics not built 
and rebuilt the corners of their race car 

with regularity, they would never have 
pulled off their miraculous repair job 
minutes before the most stressful part of 
the race weekend: the start of the race it-
self. Thanks to preparation, and to their 
acceptance that expecting the unexpected 
comes with their job, they handled a crisis 
that had their competitors admiring with 

respectful awe. 
This is not unlike the territory in 

which pilots should always ensure 
they have themselves firmly placed. 
Never be wanting for responses 
when surprised by critical situa-
tions. Indeed, expect them to hap-
pen, and practice your responses so 
that every unexpected negative oc-

currence can have an expected positive 
outcome. By keeping a level head, and 
by rehearsing until every response be-
comes immediate and automatic, you’ll 
get the job done with a show-stopping 
performance every time. 

“They were razor-sharP 

focussed. They knew 

exacTly whaT To do.”
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Readbacks are an essential part of ATC  
communication.

Their imporTance and When To employ Them

Readbacks

sk anyone involved in a rela-
tionship, be it a marriage, a 
friendship or even a business 
relationship, and the people 

who are successful in those relationships 
will all confirm one thing: communication 
is key. Without effective communication, 
conflicts, big and small, can arise.

I’ve written about communication 
several times in different places over the 
years because it is so important. In Air 
Traffic Control (ATC), as well as the other 
branches of air traffic services (ATS), com-
munication is more than just important: it 
can make the difference between a smooth 
flow of traffic and a terrible situation.

Over the years, incomplete or incor-
rect information has led to a variety of 
aviation occurrences. These range from 
minor hiccups to major events. History 
has taught us in ATS that sometimes 
information or instructions are so im-
portant that clear and complete com-
munication must be accomplished. One 
of these methods used is a ‘readback’ of 
the instruction.

ATC viewpoinT wiTh Michael OxnerVectors
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When ATC issues an instruction or clear-

ance for which a readback is required, the 
pilot is expected to read back that instruc-
tion or clearance to ATC to ensure two 
things; the right aircraft is in receipt of the 
clearance, and the clearance was properly 
understood by the pilot. To aid pilots in 
receipt of clearances, a standard format for 
ATC clearances is prescribed. Having items 
of a clearance in a consistent order helps a 
pilot familiar with that order keep track of 
instructions within the clearance, thereby 
helping comprehension of the clearance.

Recently, Nav Canada has placed a 
lot of emphasis on ATS personnel using 
proper phraseology, including ATC and 
Flight Service Specialists (FSS). After all, 
proper usage of aviation terms, including 
proper formatting of communications, 
can go a long way toward complete and 
concise communication. From the cock-
pit, a pilot should endeavor to read back 
a clearance or instruction just as issued. 
Over the years, I’ve heard readbacks 
from pilots that were completely jumbled 
compared to what was issued. While I’ve 

heard some argue that comprehension 
is confirmed when the clearance is read 
back in a different order as long as it’s 
complete, I would argue otherwise.

Sometimes the change in placement 
of items in a readback can lead to a mis-
understanding since it can change the 
context. Also, if ATC issues a clearance 
and the readback is in the same format, a 
controller is more likely to catch a miss-
ing item, whether it was missing from the 
readback or accidentally omitted from the 
initial clearance issued to the pilot. Con-
sistency is the better approach.

Many instructions or clearances issued 
to pilots do not demand a readback, but 
merely an acknowledgment by the pi-
lot. This acknowledgment is usually as 
simple as the pilot stating the aircraft’s 
callsign. For example, a takeoff or land-
ing clearance does not require a readback, 
but merely the acknowledgment from the 
pilot to ensure receipt. So when a tower  
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issues a landing clearance to an aircraft, the 
pilot replying with the aircraft’s callsign 
tells ATC not only that a pilot received a 
landing clearance, but also confirms whom 
it was that is authorized to land.

Any time a taxiing pilot is issued a clear-
ance by ground or tower that includes a 
hold-short instruction, this instruction 
must be read back. Runway incursions 
are a serious safety threat, considering 
how narrow the margins of error can be 
in close proximity to runway operations. 
Reading back a hold-short instruction is 
also required when issued to a landing 
aircraft when employed with ‘Land And 
Hold Short Operations’ (LAHSO) on in-
tersecting runways.

All IFR clearances require a readback. 
This is to ensure that the pilot and control-
ler are operating on the same page. Sur-
prises are rarely a good thing in aviation. 
When a pilot understands completely 
what is expected by ATC, the aircraft can 
be flown appropriately.

When a readback is required, ATS will 
pursue one from a pilot if it is not offered. 
If a clearance is not understood, the time 
to ask for a clearance to be restated or 
confirmed is now. Waiting allows time 
for errors — and consequences — to 
grow. Other items that are issued by ATS 
personnel don’t require readbacks. Occa-
sionally a pilot will read back a weather 
sequence issued, or other such informa-
tion, and that’s not required by ATS.

One curious thing is that the issuance 
of an altimeter setting does not require a 
readback, but rather just an acknowledg-
ment. In my experience, approximately 
90 percent of pilots issued an altimeter 
setting will read it back. Considering the 
number of incorrect readbacks I’ve caught 
and the potential significance — espe-
cially during an approach in bad weather 
— I’m surprised it’s not required. Pilots 
have a large quantity of numbers thrown 
at them, often in rapid succession, and it’s 
completely understandable how it could 
be misheard from time to time.

Readbacks are a fundamental part 
of complete communication between 
ATC, FSS and pilots. More information 
on required readbacks can be found in 
the Transport Canada’s AIM, under the 
COMM section. 

the professional pilot logbook is 
provided by vip pilot centre

if you are a canadian flight training student 
and would like to enter the vip draw each issue 

to win your own professional pilot logbook, 
please send canadian aviator your name, 

the licence or endorsement you are training 
towards, the flight school you are training with, 

and your personal contact information. 

Send your flight trAining detAilS to:
fax: 250.658.6576 | email: katherine@canadianaviator.com

enter to win
the winner of this issue’s vip pilot centre professional pilot  

logbook draw is liam p.eakewho is working towards  
his group 1 ifr at moncton flight college.



egular readers of this column 
are no doubt somewhat fa-
miliar by now with the piv-
otal role Newfoundland and 

Labrador played in the formative days of 
aviation. This column deals with the be-
ginning of scheduled, passenger-carry-
ing trans-Atlantic air service, originating 
in a fishing village of 1,000 people that 
soon became a focal point of internation-
al trans-ocean aviation.

During the 1920s the coastal town of 
Botwood had three primary industries 
that brought the small community pros-
perity. The first was fishing, the mainstay 
of the then British colony for hundreds 
of years. The abundant woods surround-
ing the town provided two other types of 
employment: cutting wood for the large 
paper mill at nearby Grand Falls and 
the employment generated by a deep-
water port from which the paper could 
be shipped to world markets. But a new 
industry, still in its formative stages, was 
about to come to town, one with flimsy 
wings and noisy engines.

In 1921 an Australian fighter pilot by 
the name of Sydney Cotton, at loose ends 
following the recently concluded insanity 

Botwood Launch Point For industry

Transatlantic Air Service

moved on to other endeavours, leaving a 
slowly deteriorating flying base behind.

But not for long. In 1933 famed flyer 
Charles Lindbergh came to Newfound-
land to chart possible routes for transat-
lantic flights by flying boat, then seen as 
the future of commercial aviation. With 
land-based airfields being few and far be-
tween, airline entrepreneurs saw sheltered 
harbours, rivers and lakes as practical 
landing places for aircraft with watertight, 
boat shaped hulls. The Second World War 
would see a worldwide proliferation of 
land-based airfields, many paved, that 
would preclude the need for water-based 
craft following the war. But in 1933 the 
idea was sound and, by 1937, Pan Ameri-
can Airways of the United States and Brit-
ish Imperial Airways of Great Britain had 
established scheduled transatlantic flying 
boat service from the U.S. to Europe with 
Botwood, Newfoundland as a vital refuel-
ling base and jumping off point.

On July 3, 1937 Pan American Airways 
Clipper III, a Sikorsky S-42 flying boat 

newfoundland aviation with gary hebbardOn the rock
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known then as the Great War, came to the 
seaside town with three flying machines, 
two other pilots and some support staff, 
and promptly built a primitive aerodrome 
to house his newly formed Aerial Survey 
(Newfoundland) Company. With fellow 
pilots David Plaistow, a wartime col-
league, and Newfoundland native Syd-
ney Bennett, aerial operations were soon 
in full swing. As its name implied, the 
aircraft would be employed primarily in 
aerial survey and mapping of the colony, 
but the business quickly grew to provide 
airmail service and passenger flights to 
and from remote communities. Cotton, 
who would later go on to greater exploits 
in aviation, including some aerial spying 
over pre-war Germany, even attempted 
to help the ships that went to sea every 
spring in search of the mammoth seal 
herds that gathered on offshore ice floes 
to reproduce. Cotton tried to convince the 
sealing captains of the day that using his 
planes to spot large seal herds from the 
air could save them time and money. The 
idea failed to catch on immediately and it 
wasn’t until 1924 that the first successful 
seal spotting flights were performed. By 
that time Cotton and his enterprise had 

R
Clockwise from left to right: This RCAF photo shows 
the Botwood airbase during WWII; Sikorsky S-42; 
Short Empire C-Class.
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Top: The Botwood Flying Boat Museum and Archives. 
Above: The museum contains many photos, exhibits 
and artifacts illustrating the peacetime and wartime 
years of the flying boat facility.

piloted by Captain Harold Gray, took off 
from New York, landing in Botwood later 
that day. Two days later the British Impe-
rial Airways ‘Caledonia’, a Short Empire 
C-Class flying boat, took off from Foynes, 
Ireland, arriving at Botwood on July 6 and 
reaching New York on July 8, thus com-
pleting the first two-way international 
scheduled transatlantic airmail and pas-
senger service.

The town’s link with aviation would 
flourish under this regime until the world 
became engulfed in the madness of the 
Second World War.

Wartime would bring Botwood its 
third incarnation as an aviation hub 
with the establishment of a base to fight 
the Nazi submarine threat in the Atlan-
tic using heavily armed flying boats. A 
large concrete slipway was constructed 
near the original slipway to give access 
to the ocean runway for the lumbering 
PBY Catalinas (also known as Cansos), 
Martin Mariners and other types as they 
took off in search of the ocean raiders. 
Soon the population of the once sleepy 
town had grown ten-fold as service and 
support personnel speaking in a vari-
ety of languages and accents fought for  
democracy.

With the end of hostilities, the flying 
boat base was no longer needed, especial-
ly with the existence of the giant airport at 
nearby Gander and, by 1947, most traces 
of the once vital and bustling aerial indus-
try had faded away. But today a few rem-
nants of those heady days are still to be 
seen and can be explored, largely through 
a dedicated group of volunteers headed 
by Lisa Hemeon, Tourism, Heritage and 
Events Coordinator of the Botwood Fly-
ing Boat Museum and Archives. On a 
sunny August afternoon, COVID not-
withstanding, she chatted with the author 
about the rich history of the town and its 
surrounding area.

“The history is so unique,” she said, 
sitting in an office of one of the two main 
buildings that occupy the former base 
site. “There’s not many towns in New-
foundland (and Labrador) where you can 
go and say it’s not fishing, it’s not whales, 
it’s not icebergs...it’s aviation.”

 The museum, containing models, 
photographs, displays and artefacts, 

originally occupied the former Pan Am 
passenger terminal built in the 1930s to 
serve those flying the transatlantic route. 
Having outgrown the facility, in 2007-
2008 a new building was constructed to 
better accommodate the collection and 
associated archives. The original passen-
ger terminal building now serves as the 
home of the community’s Heritage Soci-
ety. Also, still to be seen are the concrete 
slipway and a small island just offshore 
that was dynamited and carved out to 
create a secure ammunition bunker.

Like so many other institutions, the 
museum has been hard hit by the CO-
VID-19 crisis and has remained closed 
for this year. Hemeon’s kindness allowed 
me to get a private tour of the facility 
(face masks and hand cleanser much in 

evidence), and she hopes that next sea-
son will see a resumption of their regular  
activities. In the meantime, she and her 
volunteer staff continue to protect, pro-
mote and expand the history of the base 
and the town. Hemeon says she would 
like to eventually be involved in creating a 
‘flight path’ tour of all the pioneering and 
wartime aviation sites in the province.

“When we started with the [commer-
cial] flying boats, the world was watching 
us,” Hemeon says. “The whole world was 
looking at us. We were making history. It 
would have been wonderful to live in this 
time I think.” 



Moths were advertised in 1926 to be excellent for car-
rying golf clubs and used ADC Cirrus engines up to 75 
hp. Initial models depended on spruce wings. If a flying 
wire snapped, the load transmitted through what de 
Havilland called ‘drift cables’ to other wires.
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Tales from the Lakeview Bush Flying With RobeRT S. GRanT

n February 22, 1925 the 
world’s first de Havilland 
DH.60 Moth lifted away 
from the crusty winter grass 

at Stag Lane, England. Flown by Geof-
frey de Havilland on that maiden flight, 
the two-place biplane went on to earn a 
reputation as easy to fly before arriving in 
Canada in 1927. Almost immediately, fed-
eral investigators began noticing frequent 
mishaps with the lightweight Moths as 
private and commercial operators put 
them to work.

A typical seaplane version weighed 
only 1147.2 pounds empty and, initially, 
gross weight topped 1,400 pounds, later 
increased to 1,750 pounds. Telephone calls 
and telegrams described ‘bumps’, down-
drafts or gusts causing control loss. A May 
16, 1929 report told of International Air-
ways of Canada’s Moth encountering an 
‘air bump’ before touchdown at Toronto; 
the 29-foot equal-span wings embracing a 
tree. Most period airplanes handled wind 
changes without a full stall.

De Havilland Moths in Canada
More of an english gentleMan’s Plane than a Bush Plane

O
On July 5, 1929 turbulence brought 

down CF-ADF. In this case, a slow-speed 
steep turn in unstable air resulted in the 
rendezvous of a wing tip with a fence. The 
non-flying mechanic passenger said the 
uninjured ‘driver’ for Consolidated Min-
ing and Smelting in Trail, British Colum-
bia seemed more ‘broken-hearted’ about 
repercussions to his career than survival 
in an aircraft described as a writeoff. The 
pilot’s regrets centred around his refusal 
to spend a few dollars cutting a road to a 
nearby field, which would have allowed 
a straight-ahead departure.

A year later at Armstrong, 146 miles 
north of Thunder Bay, the Ontario Pro-
vincial Air Service’s (OPAS) CF-OAF 
snapped into a right-hand spin. The 
pilot regained control but too late; the 
floats collapsed, and the dismantled re-
mains went to Toronto for rebuilding. 
The OPAS manager passed the joyful 
tidings to his Southern Ontario supe-
riors that pilot and passenger walked 
away with bodies intact and bones un-

broken. They did, however, “…get a 
cold April dunking.”

Stall-spin accidents plagued the avia-
tion industry from one side of Canada 
to the other. On August 15, 1932, near 
Sherbrooke, Quebec, CF-ADD’s air-
speed dropped and the Moth crumped 
into the shrubbery. The pilot extricated 
himself from the inverted cockpit but 
was “knocked silly”. The front-seat pas-
senger, whose head penetrated the fire-
wall, remained unconscious for 30 min-
utes before returning to work the same 
afternoon. The dazed pilot could not 
resume regular duties “…on account of 
a stiff neck”.

A handwritten account described the 
sudden stop of Prospectors Airways’ CF-
ADG during a misjudged takeoff situa-
tion in June 1930 at Haileybury, Ontario. p
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At least the pilot “…came out unscratched 
so everything is ok.”  Another aviator en-
tered an unintentional spin after a ‘bump’ 
until full right rudder halted the exercise. 
Without airspeed or altitude, the aerial 
sojourn terminated and he crawled free 
of the mutilated mess.

Not all tales floating back to England 
told of loss of lift. On June 23, 1939 an 
OPAS Moth’s float strut collapsed on 
a glassy lake near Sudbury and sank. 
According to management, the pilot re-
called experiencing a stomach cramp se-
vere enough to deem landing advisable. 
In the rush to relief, he “…apparently 
made an error of judgment” and demol-
ished the airplane.

A Toronto aviator may have had stom-
ach in mind when gliding over wires and 
suddenly losing lift. A witness watched 
the airplane accelerate before 
striking a refreshment booth 
with the right wing and glanc-
ing off a building. In another 
incident, engine failure forced 
OPAS’s CF-OAA into a stand 
of rock-hard poplar “…large 
enough to completely ruin the 
wings”, and sister ship CF-OAD 
landed to wait out heavy winds 
until a gust sent the airplane “…
up bodily and turned it upside 
down.”

Aircrew could not be entirely faulted 
for engine failures. One occurred as  
CF-OAG inspected forest-fire burns. A 
sideslipping approach brought the air-
plane to a lake where a float separated 
at touchdown. The pilot and passenger 
waded through armpit-deep muskeg to 
a shoreline where they spent the eve-
ning dining upon flattened mosquitoes. 
Next day, forest rangers rescued them 
by canoe. Poor fuel caused the problem. 
In another sudden silence, a pilot push-
ing into 150-foot ceilings lost power 
when the engine “…gave a few spurts 
and didn’t run between spits.” Carbure-
tor icing seemed suspect and the Moth 
impacted on its nose.

A managing instructor for Winnipeg’s 
Northwest Aero Marine begged to report 
a puzzling occurrence. His employee 
stalled CF-ADW directly over a ditch 
— the only hazard on the entire airport. 
Shattered wings and broken propeller 

put the aircraft out of business. The man-
ager appeared baffled.

“The ditch on this field was directly 
across the centre of it and could very eas-
ily be seen from a height as the depth was 
six feet and the width six feet,” he won-
dered. “The dirt excavated from the ditch 
was lying directly alongside of it so there 
was no excuse why the pilot was testing 
or practising approaches to this field.”

A perplexing incident took place on Oc-
tober 29, 1945 when an unlicensed 17-year-
old pilot decided to sample the enticing 
vastness of British Columbia’s skies after 
purchasing Moth CF-ADH. Parked on a 
distant lake, he claimed to have hired a pi-
lot to taxi his treasure closer to Vancouver, 
but rough water forced them airborne. The 
boy and fictitious friend landed. Five days 
later, the youth resumed the adventure. 

“A gust of wind came and took the air-
craft about 30 feet off the water, my air-
craft stalled vertical thus I increased the 
revolutions of the engine which pulled 
me out of the stall,” the wannabe ex-
plained. “I then made a pancake landing 
on the water. Then I should of [sic] cut 
my engine but I became nervous and did 
not thus I took off again.”

Upon re-establishing presence upon 
the Fraser River, the youngster discov-
ered himself inside a timber boom but 
insisted the Moth remained in perfect 
condition except for the floats. Inspectors 
found the aircraft partly submerged. In 
light of the miscreant’s foolishness and 
prevarications, they did not treat him 
lightly. The summary said, “…this subject 
is slightly mental.”  

Crosswinds caught many. As CF-
ADM left a runway in Fernie, B.C. after 
a longer run caused by the out-of-wind  
position, both aboard realized they could 
not clear a wooden marker. The collision 

fractured landing gear, shock struts and 
wings. Although many government files 
appeared to take on a light tone, this one 
became serious.

“I sensed a very strong crosswind 
from the northwest which was drifting 
the ship to the east. I started to correct for 
this by turning into the wind,” reported 
the pilot. “I was trying to avoid the fence 
and make a landing when the undercar-
riage struck the fence and the machine 
turned over on its back. When strik-
ing the fence, the machine immediately 
caught fire.”

As witnesses ran to the mangled mess, 
the horrifying sight of the pilot struggling 
out of the flames stopped them; the un-
conscious passenger burned to death.

Although many de Havilland types 
became casualties in the hands of ‘colo-

nials’, the British-built product 
performed incredible feats. In 
mid-1944, wartime Canada 
needed hardwoods for aircraft 
construction and foresters be-
came concerned with forest fires 
in the Northwest Territories 
and northern Alberta. McKee 
Trophy winner Arthur Massey 
‘Matt’ Berry contracted to trans-
port Dominion Forest Service’s 
H.L. Holman to survey limits 

and investigate fire damage. 
Berry’s flight would extend to Fort 

Simpson and included investigation into 
an airfield at Yellowknife. Considering 
fuel scarcity and poor maps, critics con-
sidered the project impossible. Worse, 
ex-OPAS CF-OAE did not exactly enter 
a fresh-flower-bud category after logging 
3,822 flying hours in northern Ontario’s 
harsh conditions since it was registered 
in Canada on June 5, 1930. Even federal 
authorities deemed the little workhorse 
“very unsatisfactory”. Nevertheless, the 
expedition proved successful and Berry 
returned intact. The Moth carried on un-
til “reduced to spares” on June 18, 1945.

Although designed mainly to handle 
manicured fields populated by tweed-
coated Brits chanting “pip pip, old boy”, 
hundreds of Moths played important 
roles in Canada. Although fragile, the air-
craft taught caution, enhanced skills and 
encouraged more Canadians to venture 
into aviation.  

“I waS TRyInG To avoId The 

fence and make a LandInG when 

The undeRcaRRIaGe STRuck The 

fence and The machIne TuRned 

oveR on ITS back."
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Down East AtlAntic Flying With Don LEDgEr

Lest We Forget
War Heroes of tHe MaritiMe Provinces

obert Wendell McNair was 
born in Springfield, Nova 
Scotia on May 15, 1919. He 
later moved to Battleford, Sas-

katchewan where he took a job with Cana-
dian Airways. At the age of 20 he enlisted 
as a trainee pilot working his way through 
the British Commonwealth Air Training 
Plan (BCATP) via No. 1. Initial Training 
School (ITS) in Toronto, No. 7 Elementary 
Flying Training School (EFTS) in Windsor, 
Ont. and No. 31 Service Flying Training 
School (FTS) in Kingston, Ont. 

McNair graduated and received his 
wings on March 24, 1941, then travelled to 
England. He was 23 years old, an RCAF 
pilot serving with the RAF’s 249 Squadron. 
During the war he was officially credited 
with destroying five German aircraft in air 
battles. He also damaged seven additional 
enemy planes, four of those during one 

R
sortie alone. On June 19, 1943 McNair took 
command of 421 Squadron. 

During his early war years, McNair re-
ceived the nickname Buck. Buck McNair 
survived the war, having been decorated 
with the Distinguished Service Order, 
the Distinguished Flying Cross and two 
bars: the Croix de Guerre avec Palm and 
the Chevalier de la Légion d’honneur. Af-
ter the war he went on to serve with the 
RCAF and eventually commanded an 
RCAF wing of Canadair Sabres in Germa-
ny. McNair continued to receive medals 
and honours for his service. After moving 
to England, he died in London on January 
15, 1971 and is buried in Brookwood Mili-
tary Cemetery outside London.

  Harkening back to the First World War 
and a New Brunswick ace with 28 German 
aircraft destroyed, Albert (Nick) Desbrisay 
Carter was born in Point de Bute, N.B. and 

joined the Royal Flying Corps; the RCAF 
had yet to be born. While attending Mount 
Allison University in Sackville, N.B. Carter 
joined a reserve infantry, the New Bruns-
wick Rangers, and was commissioned as 
a lieutenant in April 1912. When the First 
World War began in 1914, he was sec-
onded from the Rangers to the Canadian 
Expeditionary Force. Carter was in France 
by September 1915 and was wounded the 
next month, receiving shrapnel in his right 
thigh. He furloughed back to New Bruns-
wick where he was granted command of 
the newly formed 140th Battalion. Promot-
ed to major, he returned to England in Sep-
tember of 1916, bouncing around several 
units before being seconded to the Royal 
Flying Corps in August 1917. p
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Maritimes pilots punched above their weight in 
world wars.
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His was a long file shortened. Between 
October 31, 1917 and March 15, 1918, Carter 
shot down 28 aircraft. Three days later he 
was shot down behind enemy lines and 
captured, spending the next nine months as 
a prisoner of war. He was repatriated on De-
cember 13 of that year. Carter spent a month 
in hospital before being transferred to the 
all-Canadian No. 123 Squadron of the RAF. 
This was to be the forerunner to the RCAF. 

As so often happens, and still does, to 
a man who lives with extreme danger 
for years, escaping death on more than 
one occasion, Carter was killed in an air-
related accident on May 22, 1919 when a 
Fokker D.VII he was test-flying broke up. 

His total enemy aircraft destroyed was 
28. Using the American ace Eddie Ricken-
backer’s total of 26 kills as a benchmark, it 
should be noted that 16 Canadian fighter 
pilots had 26 or more enemy aircraft de-
stroyed for a total of 609 aircraft shot 
down. That’s a pretty hefty chunk of Ger-
man aircraft for just 16 pilots. They and 
the other 181 aces probably actually shot 
down more enemy aircraft than they were 
credited for. Billy Bishop’s personal score, 
if memory serves, was 104. That, at a time 
when Canada’s population was only 8.6 
million people.

Thanks to Wikipedia I found that there 
were 181 Canadian aces in the Great War. 
The record I have comprised, of aces with 
five or more German aircraft destroyed, 
account for thousands of German aircraft 
shot down by Canadians. So far, I have 

not found the number of Canadian pilots 
who shot down four or less aircraft, but 
they probably account for many hundreds 
more enemy aircraft. 

No movies were ever made about Ca-
nadian aces. Eddie Rickenbacker is well 
known to many Canadians and Americans 
through the movies, and fictional American 
aces have been heroes in others. The movie 
‘The Great Escape’ is an example of British 
and American movie scriptwriters’ indiffer-
ence to Canada’s contribution during that 
event; most of the escapees who were mur-
dered by the Gestapo were Canadian. 

One of my personal heroes, Kingsley 
Brown Sr., was the intelligence officer for 
the operation and was played by Scots-
man Gordon Jackson as a British airman. 
He and Roger Joyce Bushell (Big X) were 
supposedly murdered in a group of 50 
while, in fact, Kingsley Brown was not, 
having been transferred to another prison 
a couple of weeks before the escape due 
to their past escape efforts. The comman-
dant of Stalag Luft III had unknowingly 
saved the lives of Brown and Wally Floody 
of Toronto, who was the real tunnel king. 
Nevertheless, Floody was hired by United 
Artists to be a technical advisor for his 
tunnelling expertise. Brown wrote a book, 
Bonds of War, about his prisoner-of-war 
experiences; a must-read.

Regrettably, space does not allow more 
partial bios of other aces and heroes from 
the Maritimes during the two World 
Wars. 
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airshow

The (Air) Show MuST Go on
story and photos By Ken Lin

London’s 
skydrive

2020
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a
ir shows are among the most popular outdoor spec-
tator events across North America. Typically held 
from late spring to early fall each year, they are 
heavenly events for aviation enthusiasts young and 
old. They come from near and far to see, hear and 

experience the skills, discipline and dedication of the crews as 
the pilots take their exciting aircraft to the skies to demonstrate 
their capabilities and those of the aircraft themselves.

This favourite summer pastime met a sudden demise in 2020 when the COVID-19 
pandemic caused nearly all air shows worldwide to be cancelled as it became clear that 
the logistics of keeping air show patrons safely socially distant from each other were too 
overwhelming for air show organizers to address.

Nevertheless the International Council of Air Shows (ICAS), an organization repre-
senting a broad spectrum of air show industry groups, including organizers, performers, 
vendors, marketers, etc., thought it might be possible to implement social distancing at 
a manageable level while still allowing air shows to be held without increasing the risk 
of exposure to the coronavirus.
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According to Airshow London media 
manager Diana Spremo, the ICAS held an 
industry-wide webinar in May at which 
they presented an alternative format that 
would allow air shows to be held safely 
while maintaining safety protocols. 

In short, the idea is based on a drive-in 
movie concept, where each small group 
of people who are within a ‘pod’, i.e. a 
family unit, would arrive in a single vehi-
cle and park in a marked off space among 
other similar pods of air show spectators. 
The occupants would then enjoy the air 
show from either inside the vehicle or on 
lawn chairs surrounding the vehicle.

To ensure the large amount of people 
did not inadvertently spread the coro-
navirus, air show patrons were to wear 
a mask or similar face covering when 
leaving their individual parking space to 
walk to the facilities.

The Airshow London organizing team 
had pulled off several spectacularly suc-
cessful air shows over the past few years, 
and they decided to go ahead with the 
2020 London air show, recognizing it 
would be a challenging effort under the 
new format. Coining the event ‘SkyDrive’, 
it turned out to be the only publicly held 
air show of the 2020 season in Canada.

The team of organizers quickly went to 
work, revising their standard tried-and-
true air show operational plans to fit the 
drive-in format. Several changes were 
necessary, including the absence of the 
always-popular static displays and ven-
dors and the isolation of performers and 
their teams while on the ground. Only a 
minimal number of essential U.S. mili-
tary members supporting the air show 
arrived early and stayed over at London 
area through the air show weekend. All 
airborne performers, except for the RCAF 
CF-18s, launched each day from other 
operating bases in the U.S. and Canada 
to perform the air demonstrations before 
returning to their points of departure.

The air show viewing area was divided 
into three public parking zones: The Red 
Zone was closest to the flight line, the Blue 
Zone a bit farther away and the Green 
Zone was beyond the Blue Zone. Ticket 
prices reflected the parking zone’s proxim-
ity to show centre. Altogether there were 
2,100 parking spots available, each one 20 
feet by 25 feet, providing clearly marked 
and ample space for the up-to-five people 
that were allowed in each vehicle.
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The drive-in format was popular with patrons.Considering the stellar lineup of the 
performances, all of them military in na-
ture, including the headline act of the US 
Air Force Thunderbirds and the single-
ship US Air Force Air Combat Command 
demonstration teams, it was no surprise 
all three zones and both days of the week-
end were quickly sold out. 

The demo aircraft included the F-35 
Lightening II, F-22 Raptor, F-16 Fight-
ing Falcon and A-10C Thunderbolt. 
Among heavy military jets participat-
ing were a B-52 Stratofortress bomber, 
a KC-10 Extender tanker, a C-17 Globe-
master transport and an E-3 Sentry 
AWAC aircraft, all from the U.S. inven-
tory. Canadian participants included 
the RCAF CF-18 Hornets and a CC-150 
Polaris MRTT tanker. 

days with an estimated 10,000 people in 
attendance each day.

The air show itself was nothing short 
of spectacular. Following the tradition of 
the show’s military aviation theme, the 
sky over London airport was filled with 
the thundering roar of high-speed jets, 
often affectionately coined as ‘the sound 
of freedom’. 

The F-35 Lightening II is the newest ar-
senal in the USAF inventory. The force’s 
variant F-35A demo was flown by Cap-
tain Kristin ‘Beo’ Wolfe, a former F-22 
Raptor pilot before transitioning to the 
F-35A. Capt. Wolfe put her jet through 
the paces in the sky, performing seem-
ingly impossibly tight turns and looping 

The hard work by the SkyDrive orga-
nizers was evident as they successfully 
put together a roster of first-rate per-
formers for a show that already boasted a 
great reputation as the premier military-
themed air show in Southern Ontario.                                                                                                                                        
Air show spectators started lining up at 
08:00 in front of the gates, which then 
opened for them at 10:00 on both days 
of the show. More than 350 volunteers 
worked tirelessly, directing traffic and 
checking tickets. According to Executive 
Director Holly Dotty, she was pleasantly 
surprised at how well the spectators fol-
lowed directions from the volunteers for 
distancing and mask protocols. “[It was 
a] very Canadian-style weekend,” said 
Holly, who also confirmed 98 percent of 
the parking spots were occupied both 
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Military demo teams pulled out all the stops  
for the show.

manoeuvres connected with high-speed 
passes which generated compressed va-
pour formations around various parts of 
the jet, visible to and wowing the crowds 
in attendance.

Not to be outdone was the F-22 Rap-
tor, a fifth-generation fighter similar to 
the F-35, which has a unique multi-shade 
dark grey colour to help it blend in with 
the background and not be easily visu-
ally acquired by opposing adversaries. 
The twin-engine Raptor also put on an 
impressively loud and fast show, exactly 
what many of the people in attendance 
came to see.

The F-16 Fighting Falcon similarly 
wowed the crowds. Flying only on Sat-

urday, the demo jet was painted with 
a Venom theme, its dark green, almost 
black topside and grey underside with 
grey lines to simulate snake scales, was a 
beautiful sight in the air.

The A-10 Thunderbolt showed off its 
quiet but manoeuvrable flight profile, 
simulating the tank-busting role it plays 
in battlefield air support.

An RCAF CC-150 Polaris MRTT tanker 
with two CF-18 Hornets, the only Canadi-
an presence in Airshow London this year, 
provided a simulated refueling demo.

During a heritage fight on Saturday, 
the A-10 led the F-16, F-22 and F-35, as 
well as the No. 1 jet of the Thunderbirds, 
sported a black ribbon with a red Snow-

birds patch, a symbolic gesture paying 
tribute to Captain Jenn Casey, the pub-
lic affairs officer of the Canadian Forces 
Snowbirds who was tragically killed 
during an aircraft mishap on May 17 of 
this year. The gesture demonstrated the 
camaraderie among the tight circle of 
elite aviators.

Looking forward, Airshow London 
2021, whether in conventional or Sky-
Drive format, is expected to be another 
success, with the US Navy Blue Angels 
in their new F/A-18 E/F Super Hornets 
scheduled to headline the show. 
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test flights

ComplaCenCy Has no plaCe  
in tHe CoCkpit
By Dave haDfielD
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Post-maintenance flights demand 
full attention.

t
o the wise pilot, every flight is a test flight. The engine 
gauges are always talking to you. Every sound and 
vibration have meaning. The way the engine starts 
and performs during the run-up and takeoff sends a 
message. You note and you record. 

But most flights labelled ‘test’ are not first-flights or on an aircraft right out of the  
factory; they’re flights after maintenance has been performed. If you own a typical light 
aircraft and major maintenance has been accomplished which cannot be completely 
tested on the ground, the Maintenance Release in the journey logbook may specify that 
certain items must be tested in flight (CAR 571.10[4]). That does NOT mean you invite a 
passenger along and fly somewhere for lunch. It must be a dedicated flight, flown solo 
(unless it’s a multi-crew aircraft). It’s a legal requirement. The release is not complete — 
it’s only conditional — until the test flight has been accomplished and the designated 
items signed off by the PIC as satisfactory (CAR 605.94). If you don’t do this, your air-
craft is not airworthy and the insurance may be invalid. 

After an ordinary annual inspection in a light aircraft with no significant findings, 
there probably won’t be a formal requirement for a test flight, but why not do one any-
way? There are some good reasons why you should. 

I’ve observed and flown with some of the best professional test pilots in Canada: 
several pilots from the Flight Research Laboratory at the National Research Council 
volunteered at Vintage Wings of Canada, where I’ve flown for 15 years. My initial idea 
of how to conduct a test flight was misguided; I was cramming too much in. I watched 
and learned from the pros. They concentrated on ground preparations, practical com-
mon sense and a short straightforward flight with maximum safety factors. You can do 
this too (plan the flight and fly the plan).

It starts in the hangar. You review the logbook work orders and see what’s been done. 
You talk to the AME. “So, what should I be looking for here? What would you like me 
to check?” Often, you’ll get information verbally that goes beyond the dry entry in the 
official document. 

If possible, view the engine before the panels get put back on; another set of  
eyeballs is always good. Sometimes you find things. I have reached into a signed-off 
engine and found loose bolts. Once, I lifted a set of pliers off a cylinder bank. On the P-51 
Mustang, we noticed a plastic anticontamination plug in an unused cooling port where P
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there should have been a threaded metal 
one. You don’t need to be a mechanic to 
use common sense. Lock-wiring should 
look like a ‘2’, not an ‘S’. Inspection pan-
els on the top of a high-wing airplane 
need to be in place as well as those on 
the underside. Look into the dark places 
using a flashlight — you might even find 
one there. Shake things. Push and pull. 

AMEs are almost never negligent but 
there are always pressures in the hangar. 
The boss needs production targets to be 
met. Events like marshalling aircraft can 
interrupt a repair flow. Someone calls in 
sick. It’s true that major work needs two 
sign-offs, but mistakes sometimes hap-
pen. The pilot controls the last hole in the 
Swiss cheese.

Many owners of homebuilts do their 
own basic maintenance (as Robin and I 
do with our RV-6A). The same thing ap-
plies. You can goof. When you’re done, 
and ready to put the cowling back on, ask 

Next, prepare yourself. If the engine has 
had major work, review the engine-failure 
scenarios. If it’s landing-gear, study the 
emergency extension procedure, and so 
on. Sitting in the cockpit is the best place 
to do this, even if it looks like you’re talk-
ing to yourself. Don’t be in a hurry or let 
anyone pressure you to fly in bad weath-
er. Test flights are worth waiting for. 

Fly conservatively and take precau-
tions. I had a stack fire in the Spitfire 
during my first start this spring because 
the primer worked much better than be-
fore — with very dramatic results — but 
I had pre-positioned a start-crew with a 
fire bottle just in case (although fortu-
nately it blew itself out). Test the brakes 
before you leave the ramp. Start the en-
gine on one fuel tank, switch to the other 
for the run-up, and never switch it again 

someone else to give it a look-over. And 
if it’s an AME, so much the better. Don’t 
begrudge paying a pro for an hour’s 
time.  Also, if the AME says the work is 
complete, it does not mean the aircraft 
is ready for flight. It means the mainte-
nance actions and paperwork are done, 
and that’s all. It’s surprising how many 
test flights have run out of fuel. You, the 
pilot, are responsible for the flight prep. 
(Our RV-6A currently sports a rudder 
lifted from a first-flight fuel-starvation 
crash.) Also, don’t forget to do a pre-
flight weight-and-balance calculation, as 
components may have been added or re-
moved. Modern avionics are much light-
er than the older stuff — you might need 
ballast. Do a documents check. Confirm 
flight insurance is in place. Check the fire 
extinguisher. Sump the fuel tanks and 
gascolator. Do a complete daily inspec-
tion. In a vintage or sport plane, plan to 
wear a hard helmet. 

Stack fire on the Spitfire is the reason for all those 
fire extinguishers.
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recently i was tasked with the season’s first flights on the curtiss P-40n Kittyhawk and the westland 

lysander iiia. also, the spitfire mk iX had flown a month earlier, but some maintenance work had been 

done since. my prep for this started in the spring with workups in the harvard followed by art (annual 

recurrent training) on each type with a written exam.

for the P-40, discussions with our maintenance organization vintech aero focused me on the landing 

gear. there had been a leak in an oleo which required a repair. they’d jacked it up and swung the gear 

several times, but the proof is always, “will it work in flight?” also, the oil cooler was nearly new and the 

engine very fresh; about 10 hours smoh. so, i prepped by first reviewing the emergency gear extension 

procedures. the P-40 has a very odd and somewhat poorly designed 1934 system where you extend the 

gear, then use a hand pump to confirm full pressure in the system, then select a hydraulic control to the 

‘shut off’ position to lock in that pressure. i made sure i had that firmly in my mind and sat in the cockpit 

and rehearsed the hand-actions. next, i arranged with Paul tremblay, our director of maintenance, to have 

a hand-held vhf and be prepared for a visual check of the gear if i had trouble with it and had to do a fly-by. 

for the flight, i arranged a block of airspace to 5,000 feet overhead the field, climbed up, cycled the gear 

several times, exercised the engine and prop at various power settings (flying loops and rolls because, well, 

why not?) and landed. i made sure i had helmet-cam video. i carry a small signaling mirror in a pocket so i 

can see that the ‘recording’ indicator light is on. all went well. for a test flight, boring is a goal.

the lysander is a very different bird. here the focus was on the newly overhauled prop, which was 

just back from a 10-year inspection. it’s a two-position unit, coarse or fine (not constant-speed). i had to 

test whether it reached the desired 2,600 rpm during takeoff with fine pitch, and about 2,000 rPm in 

cruise, and check the vibration levels. But the aeroplane is unusual and a one-off: it has the only Bristol 

mercury engine running in north america, the pneumatic drum brakes are verY difficult to keep adjusted 

properly, you have Zero control over the flaps and slats and the elevator will not control the aircraft at 

either end of the envelope without aid from the trim (it has a moveable horizontal stabilizer). every flight 

must be regarded as a test flight, or at least a ‘significant achievement’.

i followed the sequence outlined in this article, but with a new prop i had to be prepared for bad vibra-

tion at any time. in flight there was a bit more vibration than i wanted. after landing we discussed this 

and borrowed a vibration-analyzer, installed it, then we did two more flights (with an ame on board) after 

installing various balance-weights to get the maximum smoothness. i believe we made an improvement, 

although the lovely old thing shakes so much it’s difficult to be certain.

the spitfire had already flown a month earlier, but these warbirds are very complicated machines and 

work best when exercised regularly. the ideal level is an hour-long flight once a week. this keeps the 

seals and gaskets and diaphragms lubricated, oil flowing to the bearings and condensation to a minimum. 

(in 2018 i flew this spitfire to comox and back. after 60 hours of steady regular flying there were no real 

snags, just plug cleaning and oil changes.)

the flight plan was simple: climb up in the overhead, set a moderate cruise power of +1 lb boost and 

2,300 rpm and cavort for an hour. again, i made sure my helmet-cam was on to record the engine param-

eters, and i did indeed cavort. in fact, the pilot who does not opt to cavort when given an hour in a spitfire 

is not really alive! this was an early-morning flight, the air was as smooth as warm butter, the merlin purred 

with effortless power and the rolls and loops flowed with dream-like grace. after landing i felt like the 

original test pilot of the aeroplane, mutt summers, who after the first flight said, “don’t touch anything!”

Three Warbird TeST FlighTS
before takeoff (unless there is a ‘both’ 
option).

During the run-up in a light aircraft, 
extend the high-power segment for a full 
minute. If there is a fuel-flow problem, it’s 
better to find out at the ramp. For take-
off, pick a long runway. If ATC doesn’t 
like it, tough (but if you politely mention 
that this is a post-maintenance test flight, 
they’ll probably help you out). Review 
the terrain beyond the runway in case the 
engine quits: Google Earth is your friend.

Don’t fly far or long. Climb up in the 
overhead, let the engine settle down for 
five minutes, test what’s required, then 
come down and land. Now, look to see 
what broke, leaked or fell off. This is not a 

training or cross-country flight; those are 
for later. Once, after our  P-40 had a long 
sit, the engine quit every time I reduced the 
power to a zero-thrust level; it ran fine at 
cruise or at idle. But the carburetor didn’t 
like one power range, and it sure was nice 
to be over the field when it sputtered.

Use a video camera, or two. Unless 
you’re a wizard at writing notes on your 
knee, the video will be better during the 
debriefing. In a tight cockpit there may not 
be room for a GoPro. I use the much slim-
mer Sony HDR AS50 on a helmet-mount.

Try to arrange a debriefing with the 
AME. Close the circle. Plug the video 
camera into the desktop computer in 
the maintenance office and review the 
flight; they’ll want to see the impor-
tant bits. Then check off the box on the 
maintenance release where it says, “Test 
flight satisfactory?”, add the appropriate 
remarks and sign it.  If or when you are 
faced with doing a test flight, fly it like a 
test pilot: plan-prepare-fly-record-review.

Dave Hadfield is Chief Pilot of the Mike 
Potter Aircraft Collection, Vintage Wings 
of Canada, located at the Gatineau-Ottawa 
Executive Airport (CYND) in Quebec. 

“Review the terrain 
beyond the runway 
in case the engine 
quits.”
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uAvionix’s 
tailBeaconX

Tiny device Set to comply with Future canadian mandate
by Phil lightstone

T he engineers at uAvionix have been heads-down creating a 
new ADS-B OUT solution designed to fill the Canadian and 
international ADS-B gap. The U.S. ADS-B technology uses 
ground stations utilizing two frequencies, 978 MHz (also 
called UAT) and 1090 MHz to communicate with aircraft in 

ADS-B rule airspace (which essentially is any airspace where a Mode 
C transponder is required). Canada (and the rest of the world) is using 
a space-based ADS-B satellite system (Aireon). Transport Canada’s 
(TC) and Nav Canada’s TSO requirements for Canadian ADS-B OUT 
require antenna diversity. That’s an antenna facing the ground and 
another antenna facing the sky.
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Satellite-based ADS-B will be required 
in Canadian Class A airspace beginning 
February 25, 2021 and Class B airspace 
from January 27, 2022, based upon Nav 
Canada’s recommendations to TC. Non-
ADS-B OUT-equipped aircraft will be ac-
commodated within remaining airspace 
until a performance requirement man-
date is implemented. The original date 
of January 2023 for Class C, D and E air-
space has been suspended with no new 
date announced. 

There are a few products which meet 
the Canadian requirements, including 
antenna diversity: Garmin’s GTN 330D, 
330RD, 345D and 3000D; and L3’s NGT-
9000D models. Garmin’s legacy GTN 
330D/33D must be upgraded to Extend-
ed Squitter (ES) to support ADS-B OUT 
(U$1,595) and are then ADS-B OUT only. 
Garmin’s 345D (U$8,195) provides ADS-B 
OUT and IN. In Canada we typically use, 
as a rule of thumb, one dollar of hardware 
equals one dollar of installation costs. 

uAvionix of Bigfork, Montana manu-
factures a long list of products designed 
to provide Amateur-built (Experimental 
in the U.S.) and Certified aircraft and 
UAVs with ADS-B OUT and transpon-
der technologies. Their first ADS-B OUT 
product for aircraft, the skyBeacon, de-
livers ADS-B OUT over 978 MHz (Uni-
versal Access Transmitter — UAT) and 
is designed to replace an aircraft’s wing 
tip navigation and strobe lights. With an 
integrated ADS-B OUT chip, WAAS GPS, 
barometric pressure sensor, navigation 
and strobe LEDs, the skyBeacon is de-
signed to minimize the installation time. 
With three screws, three wires and an in-
stallation app (iOS and Android), the in-
stallation time can be anywhere from 30 
minutes to three hours, depending on the 
specifics of the aircraft. The skyBeacon 
can be installed by an airframe mechanic 
and does not require a certified avionics 
shop for the installation, but does require 
a certified aircraft maintenance engineer 
(AME) to sign off on it. Interestingly, uA-
vionix has invested research and devel-
opment funds into developing their own 
ADS-B OUT and WAAS GPS chips. This 
approach allows their technology to be 
small and powerful, yet affordable.

In 2019 uAvionix added the tailBeacon 
to their product line. As the name sug-
gests, the tailBeacon replaces the aircraft’s 

tail navigation light, utilizing two screws 
and two wires (power and ground). In-
stallation is pretty simple; a mount is 
installed with two screws onto the tail 
or rudder of the aircraft. The tailBeacon 
is secured to the mounting bracket with 
a 1/8 turn and held in place with two 
set screws. In the event of a hardware 
problem, the tailBeacon can quickly be 
removed and sent back to the factory for 
repair or replacement.

Leveraging the tailBeacon as a plat-
form and using their 1090 MHz micro-
transponders for UAVs (their ping200X 
integrates a complete Mode S Extended 
Squitter), uAvionix quietly launched 
the tailBeaconX in January of 2020. As 
the name implied, the tailBeaconX has 
a dipole 1090 MHz antenna, one-half of 
which facing the sky and one-half facing 
the ground. While this is technically not a 
diversity transponder, uAvionix is work-
ing with Nav Canada to prove it per-
forms as well or better than a traditional 
diversity installation. The tailBeaconX 
has been in flight trials since December 
2019 through the efforts of COPA and 17 
volunteer pilots, who have donated their 
aircraft, time and fuel to the certification 
efforts. To date, uAvionix has collected 
data from over 300 tailBeaconX flights in 
Canada and compared that data to over 
1,500 diversity-equipped aircraft flights. 
As with all uAvionix products, they of-
fer ADS-B solutions for both certified and 
uncertified aircraft. The tailBeaconX certi-
fication is underway. 

The tailBeaconX is a 1090 MHz version 
of the tailBeacon operating on 1090 MHz 
(OUT only). It contains a 1090 MHz Mode 
S transponder, extended squitter (deliver-
ing ADS-B), WAAS GPS, barometric pres-
sure sensor, navigation LED and a dipole 
antenna. It has two screws and five wires. 
To control the transponder, a ‘control 
head’ is required in the aircraft’s panel. 
The tailBeaconX replaces the existing 
Mode C or S transponder in the aircraft. 
The control head can be an electronic 
flight instrumentation system display 
(EFIS), which supports transponder con-
trol, or uAvionix’s AV-20/AV-30 displays. 

In October of 2019 uAvionix purchased 
AeroVonics, the original designer and 
manufacturer of the AV line of products. 
The bright engineers at uAvionix, through 
software on the AV-20 and AV-30, added 

“To date, uAvionix has 
collected data from 
over 300 tailBeaconX 
flights in Canada and 
compared that data to 
over 1,500 diversity-
equipped aircraft 
flights.”



The tailBeaconX is a two-in-one ADS-B solution  
for Canadian aircraft.
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Major Modification process (FAA Form 
337) to install STC’d products onto certi-
fied aircraft which are not on the Approved 
Model List (AML). TC’s Toronto regional 
office has confirmed that the tailBeacon 
aligns to TC’s definition of a minor modifi-
cation, requiring relatively simple Journey 
and Technical Logbooks entries.

The tailBeaconX for uncertified aircraft 
costs U$2,499 and is U$2,999 for certified 
aircraft. The AV-20 and AV-30 retails for 
U$895 and U$1,895 respectively. uAvio-
nix offers a bundled price, saving $200 on 
the AV-20-E and $300 on the AV-30-E. 

The tailBeacon and tailBeaconX are both 

the control elements allowing the pilot 
to enter a squawk code and change the 
mode of the transponder between off, on 
and altitude reporting. 

From a control head perspective, the 
AV-20-E or AV-30 is a perfect match for 
the tailBeaconX. The AV-20 is available 
in two models, AV-20-S (FAA Non-Re-
quired Safety Enhancing Equipment, or 
NORSEE, for certified aircraft) and AV-
20-E (amateur-built/experimental) and 
is a two-inch multi-function display de-
livering 12 different functions. The AV-
20-E contains the transponder control 
functionality while the AV-20-S does not, 
as this is not approvable under NORSEE 
for certified aircraft. The AV-20-S and 
AV-20-E models connect to the pitot and 
static systems of the aircraft. For certi-
fied aircraft, the AV-30 is a fully digital, 
multi-mode instrument that mounts in 
3-1/8-inch round instrument panel hole. 
It can be configured as either an Attitude 
Indicator (AI) or a Directional Gyro (DG) 
and contains an internal battery. Installa-
tion could not be simpler. It is affixed to 
the panel using four 6-32 screws, has two 
pitot-static ports and a 15-pin D connec-
tor for electrical connectivity. The 15-pin 
D connector (nine wires are employed) is 
used to integrate the following into the 
AV-30 power, ground, OAT probe, GPS 
source, audio panel (OUT) and the tail-
BeaconX (two wires). Certification of the 
AV-30 is expected in Q3 of 2020.

Entering a squawk code on the AV-30 
is quite simple. The AV-30 has two but-
tons and a push/turn knob. To enter a 
squawk code, simply press the middle 
knob, turn to select a digit, press to 
confirm, turn to select the next digit, 
repeating until the four-digit code is en-
tered. You press the right button to cycle 
through the transponder’s modes (ON, 
ALT, OFF). Pressing the left button will 
IDENT, while holding the left button 
will cause the transponder to squawk 
VFR (1200). From a pilot’s perspective, 
the user interface is very similar to other 
PFD/MFD systems.

For certified aircraft, Canadians are re-
quired to install TSO’d and STC’d prod-
ucts and components. From a TC perspec-
tive, the FAA certification (TSO and STC) 
applies to Canadian aircraft through an 
FAA-TC bilateral agreement. FAA and TC 
certification process is a timely, complex 
and costly endeavor. Americans use a  

products that meet the U.S. mandate, and 
the tailBeaconX will address a future Ca-
nadian ADS-B mandate as well. However, 
with the tailBeacon starting at U$1,895 and 
taking at most three hours to install, I like 
the idea of installing a (978 MHz) tailBea-
con now, then wait and see what the future 
Canadian mandates will look like. This 
would deliver U.S. compliance in a cost-
effective manner immediately, with an up-
grade option to the tailBeaconX as we get 
closer to a Canadian mandate. p
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in February and march of 2020, fellow pilot don 

patrick and i installed and flight-tested the tail-

BeaconX and av-30 for this article. don built and 

flies a stunning vans rv-8, which took him nine 

years to build, and has been flying it for the past 

year. his rv-8 is an amateur-built aircraft and, as 

such, tc’s rules are relaxed, allowing the uavionix 

hardware to be installed. 

the installation was pretty straight forward, 

although there were a few hiccups. the instal-

lation documents (for both products) are quite 

thorough. the navigation light fixture is an rv-8 

standard part design to fit into the rudder (not a 

grimes navigation light). the inside dimensions 

of the fixture were too small to accommodate the 

tailBeaconX. using a file and power grinder, the 

dimensions of the fixture were increased, allow-

ing the tailBeaconX to fit. included in the tailBea-

conX kit are a few brackets which attached to the 

navigation light fixture (with two 4-40 machines 

screws, which are included). the tailBeaconX is 

then slid into the aluminum bracket and locked 

in place with a 1/8 turn. two set screws ensure 

that the tailBeaconX will not detach from the 

bracket. to prepare for the installation, don ran 

a shielded three-conductor cable from the rud-

der to the panel to accommodate the connec-

tivity between the av-30 and the tailBeaconX. 

the existing ground and power wires from the 

navigation light were used to power the tailBea-

conX. after installing the tailBeaconX into the 

CAnADiAn TriAl

navigation light fixture, we went on to powering 

it up. nothing happened when we flipped the 

navigation light switch on. after about 10 min-

utes of troubleshooting we found that the fault 

was with the ground wire. during the course of 

pulling the power and ground wires out of the rud-

der, the tugging must have dislodged the ground 

connector. a simple fix, but it did take some time 

to find it. 

installing the av-30 was much simpler and took 

less time than the tailBeaconX. physically, it took 

two of us to install the av-30 into the panel. my 

job was to hold the av-30 while don lined up the 

screws through the front of the panel. don men-

tioned that this could be accomplished by one 

person with long arms but was easier with the 

two of us. once we applied power to the av-30, 

it lit up immediately. like most ‘geeky guys’, 

we immediately began navigating through the 

various screens. electrical connections included 

power, ground, two wires to the tailBeaconX and 

an rS-232 connection to an existing gpS source. 

don then went to the uavionix app to config-

ure the tailBeaconX, which was straightforward, 

requiring a few fields to be completed, including 

the icao identifier and aircraft registration. don 

simply turned on his iphone, went to the Settings/

wi-Fi page and selected the tailBeaconX from the 

network list. connectivity was immediate, with 

don then running the app. the complete installa-

tion took roughly four hours. 

on march 16, don performed a test flight 

with the tailBeaconX and av-30 from oshawa 

(cyoo) to St. catharines (cySn) and back. 

Sadly, with the covid-19 outbreak in toronto, 

i elected to stay on the ground. with 1090 mhz 

adS-B out, both the aireon and Faa adS-B 

environments saw the flight. don was at 3,000 

feet aSl and, while overhead St. catharines, the 

u.S. adS-B ground station at Buffalo, new york 

saw the flight. the Faa performance report had 

no errors. don is good to go for future flights 

into all adS-B rule airspace, without any Faa 

repercussions. 

during the course of the installation and flight 

trials, don and i worked hand in glove with the 

technical folks at uavionix. the interactions were 

more about the logistics of the trial rather than 

technical support issues. in fact, don and i did not 

have a single call to technical support. once the 

tailBeaconX and av-30 were physically installed, 

it was really a plug-and-play experience; not a lot 

of issues. don did comment that his only concern 

with the tailBeaconX is the 1090 antennae, which 

are quite thin. the tailBeaconX installed on the 

rv-8 is located on the rear of the rudder, near 

the ground. don’s concerned about the antennae 

getting bumped and possibly damaged. hope-

fully it will be something with a low probability 

of occurring. 

installation is as simple as changing a light.



Remote GPS AntennA
Pilots who use their devices for in-flight navigation 
may not realize that the GPS system incorporated 
in their device is not as accurate as a dedicated 
GPS antenna. Dual’s portable Universal GPS 
Receiver provides highly accurate WAAS position 
data via Bluetooth directly to your device. Pair it 
once and it automatically links on future flights. Its 
non-slip mounting pad allows for secure placement 
on the aircraft’s glareshield. Can be used for non-
aviation applications too. About $140.
more at dualav.com

AviAtor’s

Holiday
Gift Guide

CanadianAviator’s round up of the top 7  
gifts on every aviator’s wish list.

2

1
noiSe-CAnCellinG HeAdSet
With extra-strong cables incorporating Kevlar and superb ear seals, Lightspeed’s 
Zulu 3 with active noise reduction (ANR) is their best headset ever. It also links via 
Bluetooth with Lightspeed’s free FlightLink app, available for iPhones and iPads, 
allowing for your device to serve as a cockpit voice recorder. Lightspeed offers the 
best warranty in the industry — a full seven years. About $1095 from resellers.
more at lightspeedaviation.com
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6

5

4
PoRtAble PoweR
A back-up power source can be a lifeline for 
technology-driven survival staples like cell phones 
and personal locators. The dual modes of operation 
of the Water Lily turbine could make it a welcome 
addition to your emergency kit. The Water Lily is a 
small portable electric generator that can use mov-
ing water or wind as an energy source. In water, 
it needs a current of only one mph to generate 
enough electricity to charge a phone or other elec-
tronic devices and a moderate breeze will do the 
same if water isn’t an option. Available with USB or 
12-volt output. About $200.
more at waterlilyturbine.com

7

CoCkPit enteRtAinment
Once the plane is trimmed, the mixture is set and 
the magenta line is looking after the rest, a little 
entertainment is welcome on a long cross-country. 
SiriusXM’s Tour Audio receiver will send 150 chan-
nels of audio directly to your Bluetooth headset or 
through your Bluetooth-enabled audio panel. The 
system features touch-screen controls and can 
be temporarily mounted in the cockpit with power 
coming from the cigarette lighter. About $200.
more at sportys.com

HAndy AiR ComPReSSoR
Light, portable and rechargeable, the Air Hawk MAX 
is a cordless tire inflator that ticks all the boxes as 
the ideal tool to have on hand for ensuring your 
aircraft’s tires are properly inflated before flight. No 
need to buy a compressor for your hangar or haul 
one from your home. Pre-set the desired pressure 
and the compressor will stop once it’s reached. A 
digital readout permits precise settings. About $80.
Available at canadiantire.ca or at most  
hardware stores

3
SunGlASSeS
Paying just as much attention to optics as to style, Method Seven aims to provide comfort, clarity and  
safety to pilots with their line of sunglasses. Method Seven’s group of scientists and engineers worked  
collaboratively to find solutions for those whose livelihoods depend on the quality of their vision.  
From about $225. methodseven.com

ACtion CAmeRA
More pilots than ever are taking advantage of 
advances in digital video and photography to 
immortalize their aviation exploits, and the GoPro 
HERO 8 Basic Kit is a well thought-out package 
of camera and gear to chronicle a pilot’s unique 
perspective. The kit has everything needed to get 
started and GoPro has a huge variety of mounts 
and stands available to place the camera where it 
can get the most spectacular shots. About $450.
more at bhphotovideo.com
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Have a story to publish? contact coast dog Press at coastdog2@shaw.ca

The Bell 47 
Helicopter 
Story
This huge and 
important vol-
ume is by far the 
most comprehen-
sive account of 
the world’s first 

commercial helicopter…the ground-
breaking Bell Model 47.  This book is 
said to set new aviation standards, con-
taining over 1000 quality photographs 
and diagrams detailed text, and an 
unsurpassed wealth of information.

Author: Robert S Petite 
and Jeffrey C Evans
Price: $89.95 (includes shipping)

Tower Tales
This is the history of 
aeronautics from the view 
atop the control tower. 
Fiery crashes, near misses, 
stunts, mishaps and even 
encounters with strange 
lights in the sky. These 

factual stories describe various incidents, 
accidents plus humourous occurrences. 
These are the Tower Tales.

Author: Jim Hall
Price: $38.95 (includes shipping)

Masters  
of the Air
A fascinating look at 
three of the greatest 
Canadian pilots in the 
First World War; Mas-
ters of the Air brings 
Alan McLeod, Andrew 
McKeever and Donald 

MacLaren to life, detailing their develop-
ment as pilots, battles in the air and near-
death experiences.

Author: Roger Gunn
Price: $38.95 (includes shipping)

Flight – Stories 
of Canadian  
Aviation (Vol 2)
In their own words, 
with the help of author 
Deana Driver or other 
writers, Canadian pilots 
and aviation enthusiasts 

share stories of first flights, aerial skills, ad-
ventures, joys, perils, assistance, humour, 
tragedy and success in this salute to the 
Canadian aviation industry and its people.

Author: Deanna Driver
Price: $26.50 (includes shipping)

new

Tight  
Floats and 
Tailwinds
Take a peek into 
the inner workings 
of Transport Can-

ada in its heyday, when it was not only a 
regulator but also when it operated the air 
navigation system, air traffic control and 
many of the airports in Canada.

Author: W.T. (Tim) Cole
Price: $40.95 (includes shipping)

From Pole  
to Pole

Sprinkled with an 
occasional poem, 
were written while 
the author flew 
in the Canadian 

Arctic, the Antarctic, South America and 
in many other parts of the world, stories 
of adventure, humour and tragedy, tales 
of landings on grassy jungle strips, snow, 
glaciers, ice, rivers, lakes and at some of 
the busiest airports in the world.

Author: Harry Hanlan
Price: $35.50 (includes shipping)

Best Seat in 
the House

Jim Griffith and 
Trans Canada 
Airlines were both 
born at about the 

same time and grew together over the 
decades.  Griffith experienced the history 
of Canada’s national airline and this book 
tells the story of both.

By Jim Griffith 
Price: $34.00 (includes shipping)

In Plain 
Site
Based on inter-
views as well as 
meticulous ar-
chival research 
in Canada 
and overseas, 
In Plain Site 
provides a 
comprehensive 
chronicle of 

Caron's air training operations, after-
hours activities, supporting agencies 
and the struggles of its RAF personnel 
to make sense of the Canadian prairies. 

Author: Joel From
Price: $39.95 (includes shipping)

Crosswinds 
Scott Brandon, a bush 
pilot from the Yukon, 
forms a volatile alli-
ance with Catherine 
McGregor, an execu-
tive jet pilot from 
California. Together 

they search for an old Lufthansa airliner 
that vanished in 1937. Their path of dis-
covery takes them from the genesis of 
the Third Reich to the boardrooms of an 
American empire.

Author: Michael Bellamy
Price: $39.95 (includes shipping)

new

new
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to order: visit aviatorsbookshelf.ca, email roberta@canadianaviator.com or call 604.999.2411

Bush Hawk  
Updated 
Edition

The famed FBA-2 known by bush pilots 
simply as the “Found” outlasted all of its 
competitors. Meet Bud Found, aptly cited 
for his undaunted belief in the aircraft 
born of his skill and imagination that 
would ultimately be named the  
Bush Hawk. 

By S.R. (Rick) Found
Price: $39.50 (includes shipping)

The Mighty 
Martin Mars

Of the five Martin 
Mars originally 
built, only the 

Hawaii Mars remains in active service. 
Join us on a historical journey through 65 
years of operations from 1945 US Navy 
transport to 21st century initial attack  
firefighting.

Authors: Wayne Coulson & Steve Ginter
Price: $29.50 (includes shipping)

Dambusters
Based on interviews, 
personal accounts, flight 
logs, maps and photo-
graphs of the Canadians 
involved, Dam Bust-
ers recounts the dra-

matic story of the young Commonwealth 
bomber crews tasked with a high-risk 
mission against an enemy prepared to 
defend the Fatherland to the death.

Author: Ted Barris
Price: $35.50 (includes shipping)

Otter and  
Twin  
Otter

The compel-
ling tale and 

a beautifully illustrated homage to two of 
the world’s greatest aircrafts and of the 
engineers and pilots who made the Otter 
and Twin Otter aviation legends.

By Sean Rossiter
Price: $34.95 (includes shipping)

Half a Mile 
in Rain

Dennis Currie 
flew in the bush, 
flew the annual 
herring spotting 

in a Cessna 185, flew Hercules freighters 
for PWA and tracked the great circle route 
to the UK in a Boeing 777 for Air Canada. 
He was happy in the left seat of a great 
number of aircraft types. All of his adven-
tures he retells in poems, which he wrote 
at the time of the event. 

By Dennis Currie
Price $34.00 (includes shipping)

Finding 
Nimmo
Finding Nimmo is a 
beautifully written 
story by Craig and 
Deborah Murray 
about Fishing the 

British Columbia Coast—Heli Fishing 
that is, an invention of Peter Baratt of  
West Coast Helicopters and Craig Murray 
of Nimmo Bay Resort.

Authors: Craig and Deborah Murray
Price: $44.95  $42.95 (includes shipping)

Vertical  
Horizons

Okanagan Helicop-
ters achieved world 
renown from humble 
beginnings in British 
Columbia’s interior 
by developing a 

mountain flying technique that is still a 
fundamental of helicopter flight training. 
Featuring first-hand accounts, extensive 
research and a multitude of photographs, 
Vertical Horizons is the first-ever history of 
this company. 

Author: Doug. Grant
Price: $55.95 (includes shipping)

Canadian 
Women in  
the Sky 
 From the time the first 
woman climbed on 
board a flying machine 
as a passenger to the 

moment a Canadian woman astronaut 
visited the International Space Station, 
this is an account of how the sky-blue 
glass ceiling eventually cracked, allowing 
passionate and determined “air-crazy” 
women the opportunity to fly.

Author: Elizabeth Gillan Muir
Price: $27.50 (includes shipping)

Martin 
Mars — The 
Mighty Water 
Bomber
Children’s Book  
Ages 2-12

Many children have enjoyed a visit to 
an airport or experienced the thrill of an 
airplane ride, but how many have had a 
gigantic airplane, named Martin, for a best 
friend? Join the adventure as you enter 
into the world of Martin the Marvellous 
Water Bomber. 

Author: Suzan Coulson
Price: $39.95 (includes shipping)
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65HP Rotax©
582 Model 99

912 & 914
912iS Sport

Series Engines

website: https://RotechMotor.ca email: sales@Rotech.ca

Contact our Network of Dealers (see ‘Canadian Repair Centers’ on our website) or Call Us at 236-600-0137
See ROTECHMOTOR.CA for ENGINE SPECIALS

141HP!

ROTECH MOTOR LTD.
Telephone 236-600-0137 ~ Fax 236-600-0138

(100 Year Limited Edition!!)

Visit
https://www.rotechmotor.ca/products.html

for all of our Current Specials

&

Here’s wHat we can do for you:
Architectural & Engineered  

Drawings
Municipal Applications & Permits
Airport Applications & Approvals

Transport Canada & NavCan Applications
Complete Construction

Questions? Phone 519.857.7639  
or visit www.secandco.com

If you already have a design or  
drawings, send it along for a free estimate. 
Email (CAD or PDF) to info@secandco.com  

or fax 519.679.2200

we design and Build Hangars
Individual • Corporate • FBO’s • T-Hangars

Courses  •  DVDs  •  Headsets  •  GPS
  Radios  •  Flight Bags  •  Kneeboards   

 

iPad accessories

FLIGHT SCHOOL
Flight Training  •  Flight Reviews  

 

Instrument Proficiency Checks

PILOT SUPPLIES

PHONE: 1 (USA) 513.735.9000
SPORTYS.COM
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1-b
2-a
3-a
4-a
5-c
6-c
7-a
8-c

across

1.  It often surrounds an engine.

4.  Empennage.

6.  Emma Peel was one.*

8. Home of a UFO museum.

9.  Pilots who have scored.

10.  A seabird.

12.  Found in the name of Canada’s 

WWII prime minister.

14.  An FI’s boss.

15. Restart something.

17. One of three axes.

19.  A golden pet.*

20. Maker of the Trimotor.

21.  American aeronautical 

authority.

22.  Manufacturer of 6, 10 and 

11 Down.

24. She’s female and Irish.*

26. Served Canada’s military for 

55 years (2 wds)*

30. Distance from a datum.

31. GR in a METAR.

32. See 16 and 23 Down.

down

1. Pigeons say it.

2.  Exclaim.

3. Less than SCT.

4. Reincarnated into a Firecat.*

5. Unwanted on a wing.

6. A species of tuna.*

7.  She’s a Lady.

8.  Participant at a Reno 

competition.

10.  A weaponized swimmer?*

11. Also a Pontiac.*

13.  “A long time ago in a ______ 

far, far away....”

16. Carrier-based Supermarine.*

18. “____ and out”.

23. Water-based Supermarine.*

27. A mountain peak, perhaps?

28.  The sky was ____ black.

29.  A small flying critter with 

a bite.

1 2 3

6 7

8 9

10 11 12 13

14

15 16 17 18

19

20

21 22

23

24 25

26 27 28 29

30 31

32

Aviation Crossword Puzzle: 
Aircraft of the Royal Canadian Navy

Canadian de Havillands In this month's puzzle there are names of 10
aircraft models built by de Havilland Canada.
Other clues, but not all, are aviation related.

1C E 2N T S 3B O 4E I N 5G 6B
O E 7B E E W R A

8V E X E 9D 10A 11G O 12O A R
I U A 13V I K I N G

14D 15A S H S E V E N
B H R 16O 17T T 18E R
S E R V

19C A R I B O U 20A B E A 21M
E G 22B C N E
S 23C H I 24P M U N K S A

25A S L T I F E S
E T 26F U R 27F L U

28D 29E E R T A L R
T L 30E N E
A 31F O X M O T H W D

CANADIAN DE HAVILLANDS ANSWER kEy

In this month’s puzzle there are names of 10 aircraft models that served in 
the Royal Canadian Navy. Their clues are marked with an asterisk (*).  

Other clues, but not all, are aviation related.

reFresh Your MeMorY

1. Why are wing tip vortices greater on takeoff  
than on landing?

a.  Owing to the aircraft’s faster speed on takeoff  
than on landing.

b.  Owing to the strength of vortices being directly  
proportional to an aircraft’s weight.

c.  Owing to less use of takeoff flap being inversely 
related to vortex strength.

d.  Owing to the parasite drag from the aircraft’s  
accruing takeoff speed.

2.  What is a boundary layer?
a.  A thin layer of air over the surface of a wing that 

moves slower than the free stream air speed.
b.  It’s the term to describe the highest altitude of  

the jet stream.
c.  It’s the leading edge between a high-pressure  

system and a low-pressure system.
d.  It’s the division between hypsometric tints showing 

elevations on aeronautical charts.

3.  What is the name given to the atmospheric  
layer in which aircraft fly?

a.  Troposphere.
b.  Mesosphere.
c.  Thermosphere.
d.  Stratosphere.

4.  What is attributable to giving high frequency  
radio its long-range capabilities?

a.  Sky waves.
b.  Ground waves.
c.  Line-of-sight transmission.
d.  The GPS network.

5.  What is meant by the expression ‘clean aircraft  
concept’?

a.  That any loose items must be stored securely  
in the cockpit of an aircraft before flight.

b.  It’s the term applied to an aircraft returning from  
an engine overhaul.

c.  That a takeoff is not permitted if frost, ice or snow 
are adhering to any critical aircraft surface.

d.  It’s the term describing an aircraft perfectly  
configured for a stabilized approach to landing.

6.  What causes mechanical turbulence? 
a.  Diurnal variation of wind. 
b.  Convection.
c.  Friction between the air and the ground.
d.  Orographic lift.

7.  What is the name given to fog that forms on  
clear nights with light winds?

a.  Radiation fog.
b.  Advection fog.
c.  Steam fog.
d.  Upslope fog. 

8.  What can cause an engine to detonate? 
a. Cylinder head temperatures that are too low.
b.  Too rich a mixture or use of a fuel with too high  

an octane.
c.  Too lean a mixture or use of a fuel with too low  

an octane.
d.  Too much pressure in a turbocharging system.
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Lycoming holds itself to its own standard – the Lycoming Standard. 

It is a bar, continuously raised, to be better than everyone, including ourselves. For example, our recent 
200-hour TBO extensions give our customers more flying time, increased cost efficiency, and peace of mind. In 
some cases, 400-hour TBO extensions can be approved.

Genuine Lycoming engines and parts are held to high quality standards, offer improved wear characteristics, 
and incorporate Lycoming’s latest innovations and enhancements. Add all this to our customer service, which is 
unmatched in general aviation, and a factory warranty, and you quickly realize that a genuine Lycoming engine is 
the right choice.

There is no substitute for the reliability and durability that you expect and receive from Lycoming. Don’t trust your 
safety to imitations. Choose a genuine Lycoming.

Contact an authorized Lycoming Distributor to purchase genuine Lycoming engines and parts.

www.Lycoming.com

A 400-HOUR TBO EXTENSION IS REAL VALUE
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